
OTTAWA CITIZEN CRYPTIC CROSSWORD NO. 1 
 

 
 
ACROSS DOWN 
1 Still up at five, dancing in Ottawa celebration. (5,8) 
10  Around me, agitated senior is louder. (7) 
11  Insulating exhibition in another mall. (7) 
12  They expose the truth about i.d. of suppliers. (9) 
13  Expresses gratitude without a bit of hesitation for 
armored vehicles. (5) 
14  Initially, rubbing joints causes irritation. (7) 
16  Entry of French painter by south. (7) 
18  Steal pair of pliers below. (7) 
20  Doctor seeking document preparer. (7) 
22  Hear of loophole in small island. (5) 
24  Making up for past greed in development is 
holding me back. (9) 
26  Servant working in bars. (7) 
27  Involving skull fracture in a car, with frontal 
lacerations. (7) 
28  Rivals already struggling antagonistically. (13) 

2  Corinthian duo in terrible run-in with mythical 
creature. (7) 
3  Working in detail, I endorsed amendments. (9) 
4  Go ahead with counterfeit. (5) 
5  University entrance exam is overturned if editor 
convinced of merit. (9) 
6  I adjusted rent for not moving. (5) 
7  Alabama card game in Ottawa-area town. (7) 
8  Paper or paint I ordered is unsuitable. (13) 
9  Calls GST surge horrible--A conflict between 
workers and leaders. (5,8) 
15  Shocks gentleman with values, by the sound of it. 
(9) 
17  Team gala thrown around university in South 
American country. (9) 
19  Low grade after university novel rewritten--Not 
cared for. (7) 
21  Court proceeding about drug injection is petty. 
(7) 
23  Concerns split the trio. (5) 
25  Company in red sent back interior furnishings. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Unwound concert reel from Ottawa stadium. (5,6) 
9 Star is in Gatineau shows coming up. (7) 
10 Japanese military leader takes time with firearm. 
(7) 
11 Secure aquatic animal. (4) 
12 Just one hen gets plucked in prehistoric temple. 
(10) 
14 New craze is to exclude people. (9) 
16 Fable author disturbing as Poe. (5) 
18 Nietszche loses unusual zest for position. (5) 
19 Wager we split gone, somehow with middleman. 
(2-7) 
20 Hair treatments for each man; gents missing a bit 
on top. (10) 
23 Flightless bird has fruit. (4) 
25 "Right, everyone with me," editor gathered 
people together. (7) 
26  A racket in log stacking. (7) 
27 Opposes statement of divorced couple in binding 
agreements. (11) 

1 Hundreds on both sides of fighting claim it is most 
exciting. (9) 
2 Check noise from showers. (4) 
3 Disturbing tingling around top of head from 
thunderstorm occurrence. (9) 
4 Trouble seen surrounding south German city. (5) 
5 Carry around potash, oddly as dental cleaner. (10) 
6 Topless single congested busy Ottawa street. (5) 
7 Work plan ends a struggle in Ottawa exhibition site. 
(9,4) 
8 Supports spending in run being organized. (13) 
13 Cut limited supply of delicate fabric? (10) 
15 Confused Syrians removed from embassy in 
rattled state of deep conflict. (9) 
17 Exact details for South Carolina: If ice, public 
school sent back. (9) 
21 Archaeological find concerns licensing trio. (5) 
22 Senior orderly led through emergency room. (5) 
24 Tender loving care involves a scented bath 
powder. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 One star's upset with Ottawa team. (8) 
5 Heads of state have reached impasse marketing 
Pacific shellfish. (6) 
10 Unfortunately, rate is about ten for bit player. (5) 
11 Spicy food has real problems for Ottawa mayor. 
(9) 
12 Unusual striptease with decorative drapes. (10) 
13 Part of jujitsu class in California campus. (4) 
15 Repair overlap in crimson frock. (7) 
16 Stage actors and talent heads in there. (7) 
17 A rock group on desert. (7) 
20 Fine allows Right to be holier-than-thou. (7) 
22 Count on having a strike. (4) 
23 Generalization with brand of sound system? (10) 
26 Orson, my ox, is working? They're contradicting 
terms. (9) 
27 Between place in the ground. (5) 
28 Teapot is hollowed-out ketchup bottle. (6) 
29 Makes believe agreements take place. (8) 

1 I hear apartment is nice. (5) 
2 Design taped on writing tablet. (7) 
3 Goes beyond hypnotic state, ceases to exist, 
sounds like. (10) 
4 Makes note concerning pants. (7) 
6 Girl begins disciplining group of animals. (4) 
7 Section of bill I cite is unlawful. (7) 
8 Secretly, I've partly broken down. (9) 
9 Most pleasant frosts in Northwest Territories. (6) 
14 Ignores yet another way of kindness. (10) 
15 Moving back door has left obstacle. (9) 
18 Terribly antsy around Alabama psychologist. (7) 
19 Country against holding back Italian trio. (6) 
20 Umbrella from French city, everyone heard. (7) 
21 City CPR exercises are like this puzzle. (7) 
24 With leader gone, gains knowledge and makes 
money. (5) 
25 Return ring for billiards game. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 They start the work week as dynamos, somehow. 
(7) 
5 Person in the know is fashionable--Red is coming 
back. (7) 
9 City slickers from East in informal clothes. (5) 
10 Money-back offer involving expert is unprincipled. 
(9) 
11 Sort of swallow one mixed drink. (7) 
12 Stint in new position maintaining article is 
immediate. (7) 
13 Terrible lout hangs for violent attack. (9) 
15 Spicy dish is cold, I hear. (5) 
16 Diplomacy allows me to be silently understood. 
(5) 
17 Tapes group in Hindu classes. (9) 
19 Lively article--I am consumed. (7) 
21 Raced against monarch for position in hierarchy. 
(7) 
24 Privileged work status, i.e. in story production. (9) 
25 Thrill from ether initially delayed. (5) 
26 Oregon is up against Ottawa-area town. (7) 
27 Heard to abandon cake, pudding or pie. (7) 

1 One way or another, she's running a brothel. (5) 
2 Lowest point found in Regina dirt. (5) 
3 Alsatians mangled attacker. (9) 
4 Arranging sulphur or tin by grams. (7) 
5 I'm with public relations in first Trudeau stamp. (7) 
6 Puts an end to returning blemishes. (5) 
7 Playwright amidst art movement. (9) 
8 Spacecraft returns with nitrogen collected by 
travelling retirees. (9) 
13 Broken-down car on stop of Ottawa bus service. 
(2,7) 
14 Coastline redeveloped, divided in segments. (9) 
15 Terribly careless, allowing nitrogen in detergents. 
(9) 
17 Chromium alters attributes. (7) 
18 Showered with a red spy, shamefully. (7) 
20 Israeli currency in Greek marketplace. (5) 
22 I am mature in appearance. (5) 
23 Hearing from supposed invitee. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Chopped liver at base of traditional Ottawa treats. 
(11) 
7 Sens hanging around Rio, mixing with high school 
students. (7) 
8 Destroying band, allowing lead ukelele in. (7) 
10 Deduction in regards to split fence. (9) 
11 Former spouse returned art at additional cost. (5) 
12 It's in the church collection. (5) 
14 Deeply embedded in reading problem. (9) 
16 Automotive archive moves around centre of Hull. 
(9) 
18 Ship has air conditioning in your return. (5) 
20 Defamatory writing shown by individual, I believe. 
(5) 
21 Recount in fights with Roman commander. (9) 
23 Give authority to eastern Northwest Territories--It 
leaves one third. (7) 
24 Brats in church inseparable. (7) 
25 Boredom with one's studies is problematic. (11) 

1 Fundraiser has been surprisingly healthy. (7) 
2 Sweetheart's a Muslim conqueror, I hear. (5) 
3 Fixed lease isn't necessary. (9) 
4 Carry around a piece of rice cake. (5) 
5 Schedule it in emergency room with ray treatment. 
(9) 
6 Crazy about small winter garment. (7) 
7 Ottawa-area town ordered tests till around six. (11) 
9 Appeals to media, "...and darn GST's terrible." (11) 
13 Thrilled to have trio of scarlet rose. (9) 
15 Measuring unusual flowers. (9) 
17 Home in Perth a bit atrocious. (7) 
19 Medical centres have 150 in intensive care status, 
initially. (7) 
21 Company adopts communist belief system. (5) 
22 Relative uncleanliness, to a certain extent. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Breaking soil, launched Ottawa-area attraction. 
(6,2,4) 
9 Ottawa Citizen story of recital edited. (7) 
10 Guaranteed user repair, covered by final part. (7) 
12 Ottawa sports team in golf course, I hear. (4) 
13 Blabbermouth returned at two times, permitted 
beer. (10) 
15 Prank started with slowly poured out liquid. (8) 
16 Mimi's seductive displays failed to make impact. 
(6) 
19 Disturbing cry has peer nearly going back. (6) 
20 Shows three of  hibiscus covered by leaves. (8) 
23 British currency retaining Queen Elizabeth can 
have relevance. (10) 
25 Arms comfortable held back. (4) 
27 Irate struggling divides Right and Left in second 
court procedure. (7) 
28 Caterer working in patio. (7) 
29 Deep sleep takes hold around start of nightmarish 
memories. (12) 

2 At temporary shelter, I have to be observant. (9) 
3 Tar does not start skin irritation. (4) 
4 Gives speech about open heart, performs surgery. 
(8) 
5 Planned activities for first of Eaton's openings. (6) 
6 Sculpted cups nice, if lacking detail. (10) 
7 Early insect right in molten rock. (5) 
8 Danish prince in town. (6) 
11 Father has concerns, worry. (5) 
14 Doubt new temp is sick. (10) 
17 Provoke temper, initially in mock. (9) 
18 Estate manager, true C.E.O., working around ten. 
(8) 
19 Keep a lid on emergency room escapade. (5) 
21 Resist correction of sibling. (6) 
22 Chaos in sleeping area with criminal's escape. (6) 
24 Machinery part is reversible. (5) 
26 One-quarter graphite in beam. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Without right, local carpenter rebuilt Ottawa-area 
town. (8,5) 
10 Give permission to wander around after first three 
of appointments. (7) 
11 Ogre possessed by demons--Terrible. (7) 
12 Race back with same altered i.d. as babysitter. (9) 
13 Small urchin has stagger. (5) 
14 Initially learned ukelele, trombone & electric 
stringed instrument. (4) 
15 Ugly welt ruined annual Ottawa party. (10) 
19 Rainwater's destroyed ownership certificates. (10) 
20 Complain about train service. (4) 
22 Embarrassed after emergency room made 
mistake. (5) 
24 Grenadine mixture is appealing. (9) 
25 Letter from Greece opposed Italian wine. (7) 
26 Mad genius takes oxygen from type of molten 
rock. (7) 
27 Relative changing linens, as in filthy condition. 
(13) 

2 As private investigator, inform on operating room 
medical apparatus. (9) 
3 Misspelling of 'polo' editor circled. (6) 
4 "Bought her a pistol," reveals counsellor. (9) 
5 A wanderer, Saving Private Ryan star returns. (5) 
6 Building owner left, and left trio of orders. (8) 
7 Provide food for function, exercising care, taking 
time. (5) 
8 Refining cleans water in Ontario-Quebec river. (5,8) 
9 Has a relic to go restore! (13) 
16 Drill team exercises with workout equipment. (9) 
17 United Nations article one on modus operandi--
U.S. in total agreement. (9) 
18 Rid problems in canal--It's most important. (8) 
21 Tin, nitrogen on heavy artillery. (6) 
23 Rule for shower noise. (5) 
24 Rough arrival time around six for popular musical. 
(5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Ottawa planner makes corn purchase, by the sound 
of it. (7,2) 
6 Cadet is poorly behaved. (5) 
9 Disturbing nebula can upset equilibrium. (9) 
10 French artisan holds diagram. (5) 
11 Picture of strange enigma capturing me. (7) 
12 Itinerant doctor bad fit with emergency room. (7) 
13 Very loud and overly curious, surrounding me. (5) 
14 Laurier tangled with Russian and German leaders-
-Highly unusual. (9) 
18 Irreparably damaged, deranged story at heart of 
action. (9) 
20 Expert no good with fork component. (5) 
21 Start of production delayed gold level. (7) 
24 Pro with floor coverings makes arrangement 
plans. (7) 
25 Terrible ogre hanging around university--A really 
dishonest character. (5) 
26 More elaborate surrounding in fundraising 
occupation. (9) 
27 Detected odour of fish. (5) 
28 Vanish, initially passing through strange paradise. 
(9) 

1 Warned of education problems. (9) 
2 Book depositories have two signs overlapping. (9) 
3 Thrown fully in void. (7) 
4 Lifespan of only GI vet uncertain. (9) 
5 Heads of Yemen,  Iran, Egypt, Libya and Djibouti 
give way to demands. (5) 
6 Bending with shameful chagrin. (7) 
7 Raise your glass to a stylish couple. (5) 
8 Discourage removal of tin from decanter. (5) 
15 See friend struggle--Gives new meaning to things. 
(9) 
16  Twin OK in lake oil spill. (9) 
17 Administrative officer, game show host backing 
art revival's start. (9) 
19 Send back to office, after taking part in free 
lecture. (7) 
20 Root vegetable cut below expected level. (7) 
21 Peels fruit noisily. (5) 
22 Particular point of view in Nepean, Glencairn. (5) 
23 Chiefly under nourished from eating desserts, not 
having a meal. 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Terrible reactions over arts school. (13) 
8 Tinkers with golf clubs. (7) 
9 In theatre, star tries to begin anew. (7) 
11 He drags car to tall building? (5) 
12 Bargained madly for woven fabric. (9) 
13 Back inside base, general goes back on promise. 
(7) 
15 Ten dances in African republic repeated rhythmic 
phrase. (7) 
16 All Capitals Read Out Newly-Yielded Mnemonic! 
(7) 
19 Amending IOU, lent plan. (7) 
21 Respiratory infection in a fuel problem 
surrounding New Zealand. (9) 
22 Storyline has me with airplane operator. (5) 
23 Damage in emergency room from sailor. (7) 
24 Number one thousand at heart of entire solution. 
(7) 
25 Deserving condemnation, help rinse beer off. (13) 

2 Local resident, at a town redesigned! (7) 
3 Cattle drive. (5) 
4 Gives up career with wild singers. (7) 
5 Back CIA holding drill type of exercise. (7) 
6 Quick to notice details, voters ban construction. (9) 
7 A practical thinker, Boxing champ into relaxation. 
(7) 
8 Authoritarian system from corrupt parliaments. 
(11) 
10 Initially taxes, rents deter struggling fashion 
leader. (11) 
14 Trios of gung-ho runts nervous with illegal arms 
dealer. (9) 
17 Free throw allowed before game official. (7) 
18 Sovereign leader in group walk around Ontario. 
(7) 
19 Formal speech of Ontario restructuring. (7) 
20 Brockville gallery displays against the law. (7) 
22 Cherubs play golf with me. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Level with an area bloodsucker.  (8) 
5 Harmony in sound of a tonal arrangement. (6) 
9 Instructor has three-quarters of term covering pain. 
(7) 
10 Offers payment for caretakers. (7) 
11 Destroying art, virtue, I'm with powerful gang of 
three. (11) 
12 Gone by Art Gallery of Ontario, briefly. (3) 
13 Meet firestarter. (5) 
14 Backing for athletic activity holding up. (7) 
17 Claimed problems concerning health care. (7) 
20 Central division left Ottawa company. (5) 
23 Ontario cops are mixing pop. (3) 
24 Kept jar from breaking in Ottawa stadium. (7,4) 
25 Queen's Park legislation has scintillating quality. 
(7) 
26 Chart is ancient, reveals craftsman. (7) 
27 It's gloomy, dull surrounding Rae's return. (6) 
28 Senior US organizer has psychological disorder. (8) 

1 Root vegetable found in cooking vessel at Ontario's 
capital. (6) 
2 Confusing me, liars have accurate point of view. (7) 
3 Redeveloped catechism with diagram. (9) 
4 Soil resembling a small lake? (7) 
6 Ocean tossed small boat. (5) 
7 Mixed orange with bit of oil, herb. (7) 
8 Heard to put down cakes for twists? (8) 
10 Clever to reverse streetcars. (5) 
15 Peer has merit in development of outline. (9) 
16 I returned with chief editor and worked with 
relief. (8) 
18 Pervade organization--it's corrupt. (7) 
19 Illuminated man is graceful. (5) 
20 Singing group has work around Alabama. (7) 
21 Article is covered with lies of networks. (7) 
22 Holllowed-out skull links types of weasels. (6) 
24 Wild card tops Jack or King every round. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Carrying can in garment. (6) 
4 Gardenia has problems with filtration. (8) 
9 Aim for serpent, with anger. (6) 
10 Physically dependent dad cited complications. (8) 
12 Ottawa theatre may return. (3) 
13 Morning exam shows lack of ethics. (6) 
14 South was victorious, coming back with white 
crystals. (4)  
15 Noticed CN's new structure break apart. (10) 
17 Object to noise from extracted resources.  (4) 
19 New nylon top is fluorescent. (4) 
20 Disturbingly tinny laugh is awful. (10) 
22 Informed and charged at hearing. (4) 
23 Caught by rotating sander. (6) 
24 Wild pig nearly gets snake. (3)  
26 Trio of crew with bad habits makes cracks. (8) 
27 Hear of property claim involving street. (6) 
28 With every other letter, admits it orders use of 
mental anguish. (8) 
29 Quenched thirst from body of water in South 
Dakota. (6) 

1 Practiced a bit of tennis and showered. (7) 
2 Royal leader leaves warm climate for subject. (5) 
3 Ran art organization with Oregon storyteller. (8) 
5 Need a recruit in construction of Ottawa mall. (6,6) 
6 Large wading bird is taking a couple of bites. (4) 
7 Going to repair giant dent. (9) 
8 Was in debt after termination; Given money.  (7) 
11 Organized enumerations of rock climbers. (12) 
16 Morally obligated to emergency rooms for arm 
joints. (9) 
18 Power generator will cover North Dakota, 
Michigan. (8) 
19 Observed lack of frosting? (7) 
21 Longed to deny trouble surrounding Rae's 
comeback. (7) 
24 Textile design in crib at Ikea. (5) 
25 Prevaricator put up protest. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Rae almost involved in defamation of Chretien's 
party. (7) 
5 Canadian Alliance set into conflict nearly all of 
Ottawa, for example. (7) 
9 Less tin recycled by recruits. (7) 
10 Increasing dried fruit by one thousand. (7) 
11 Chiselled at one's death! (9) 
12 Rotate first of tires under rented Nissan. (4) 
14 Sarsfield couple with degree in Latin dance. (5) 
16 Cold air's damaged liqueurs. (8) 
18 Afflicted with bad case of rickets and bit of 
nausea. (8) 
19 Bit of glib sentimentality from Norwegian 
playwright. (5) 
22 I brought back American birds. (4) 
23 Entanglement with pet intern is relevant. (9) 
26 Garden tool's rim covered by arrangements of 
term. (7) 
27 Initially buys new hat, but returns washroom 
fixture. (7) 
28 Told detailer to return without me. (7) 
29 It gives a shot in the arm to busy ring engravers' 
exhibit. (7) 

1 Left rotten cheese for parasites. (7) 
2 Put up a slab of wood. (5) 
3 Opposition to distribution of increases surrounding 
primary tax. (10) 
4 Not as great as Ontario teaching plan. (6) 
5 Vehicle allowed on Ottawa campus. (8) 
6 Bucket is light, I hear. (4) 
7 Courts reverse crucial point in legal proceedings. 
(9) 
8 Fables of feet? (7) 
13 Dispense with Maitre D's in restructuring. (10) 
15 Strangely, rural mice prone to sudden mood 
swings. (9) 
17 Breathed with mouthpiece, holding tears back. (8) 
18 Clumsily sew tear in fall garment. (7) 
20 Conspicuous lack of dining area? (7) 
21 Explores additional remark about dress. (6) 
24 Dined with Canadian retail giant, it's said. (5) 
25 Send back current affairs magazine. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Amending Acadian rule for local waterway. (6,5) 
7 Somehow tested about a hundred senses. (7) 
8 Cocaine bust on the sea. (7) 
10 Shuffled cards to ten, and compared 
differences. (10) 
11 Intend to be cruel. (4) 
13 Fairer, less significant coverage of Russian 
leader. (8) 
14 Alberta employer is assaulter. (6) 
16 After a couple of emergencies, Arab political 
group initially yields use. (6) 
18 Song about use of merry-go-round. (8) 
21 Endless sarcasm from press. (4) 
22 Dr. phones in order for mood-enhancing 
hormones. (10) 
24 Grouse in simmering rum blend. (7) 
25 Elgin is congested between Albert and 
downtown, chiefly lined up. (7) 
26 Internet era confused performing artist. (11) 

1 Reunite scattered entourage. (7) 
2 Coordinate design of ornament. (10) 
3 Helped as sibling started tangling with editor. (8) 
4 Fail to win in Washington comeback for not being 
open. (6) 
5 Require massage, sounds like. (4) 
6 They offer money for kitchen appliances that don't 
start. (7) 
7 Figuring out exchange he priced gin. (11) 
9 Developing credentials concentrated in one area. 
(11) 
12 Process of soaking up liquid on bar top is 
agitating. (10) 
15 Sweeping view of operating room in South 
American country. (8) 
17 Literature about pair of fugitives is abundant. (7) 
19 Behavioural scientist removes the hides of 
animals. (7) 
20 Charm made from tip on corn cob. (6) 
23 Assist in crime of abducting Ethiopian couples. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Try warm baked rolls from Ottawa vendor site. 
(6,6) 
9 Dwells in strange desires. (7) 
10 Ceremony involved in education degree is 
deserved. (7) 
11 Supplemental jobs in Nova Scotia development. 
(10) 
12 Ridge of jagged rock gets part of sail. (4) 
14 Memorable Wuthering Heights heroine appears 
around beginning of chapter. (6) 
15 Intending to be instructive, performed Act One 
with lead character. (8) 
17 Returning in administration role, volunteer is 
heartbroken. (8) 
19 Lawsuits involve university fundraising 
beneficiaries. (6) 
22 Hurt, I hear, by sheet of glass. (4) 
23 Recognize value of energy, after per capita 
breakdown.  (10) 
26 Keeps teaching assistant in check. (7) 
27 Stupid, insane complication involves me. (7) 
28 Alliance supporter in improper solicitation. (12) 

1 Myanmar formerly distributed rum in British and 
Asian capitals. (5) 
2 Cry after Washington disappointment. (7) 
3 Governor General's residence in Hull area, I'd 
figure. (6,4) 
4 Ivy league school holds up conditions for outsider. 
(6) 
5 Minor act interpreted as amorous. (8) 
6 Nobleman endlessly ahead of schedule. (4) 
7 Neighbour's tree top hides road. (6) 
8 Buildings closed if ice storm shows. (8) 
13 Fashions harmonicas from cocktail garnish. (10) 
14 Bad replicas of hinged instruments. (8) 
16 Expert with opals amended offer. (8) 
18 Very arrogant, narcissistic interest toward 
yourself, primarily! (6) 
20 Shaw edited sixty percent of Iliad in African 
language. (7) 
21 Deviating from emergency room rhetoric. (6) 
24 Vote in East left sect without a leader. (5) 
25 Oil's processed in agricultural building. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Get around question of joint ring. (6) 
4 Put together by company manufacturing mopeds. 
(8) 
9 Someone who attempts to take a couple of grand 
for firearm component. (7) 
11 New RO gets a space to keep property. (7) 
12 Plastic Ono tour is infamous. (9) 
13 Two Eastern leaders have illuminated upper class. 
(5) 
14 Helped develop idea with head of design. (5) 
16 Breathing device for hernial trouble. (7) 
19 Badly singe Nova Scotia flags. (7) 
20 Religious leader cut tail from small mammal. (5) 
23 Cut back on race in phys ed. (5) 
24 Brats fake order of meal. (9) 
26 Stupid to identify mythical woman with nervous 
habit. (7) 
27 No end to unnecessary sewing accessories. (7) 
28 Cursing chant about sport. (8) 
29 Stick with commercial in this spot. (6) 

1 Ottawa area community at Guinea development. 
(8) 
2 Avoided car's loss of control around route. (7) 
3 Anxious time in emergency room. (5) 
5 Desert area has oxygen in current condition. (5) 
6 Building extension in correct part of motor. (9) 
7 Accident with racer is more frightening. (7) 
8 Passed on having second half of beet--Tried to lose 
weight. (6) 
10 Public disorder in Brazilian city can grow, initially. 
(7) 
15 Noncomformist residents are moving. (9) 
17 Wild banshee no longer a popular character. (3-4) 
18 Aversion to order is stated. (8) 
19 Learned of tiered organization surrounding 
university. (7) 
21 System for the visually-impaired is Liberal project. 
(7) 
22 North lacking in seasons' flowering branches. (6) 
24 Company involved in prohibition of pork product. 
(5) 
25 Part of back needlessly injured with leg. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 In-depth news stories awfully mediocre at Sun. (13) 
9 Burns puzzle author. (5) 
10 Takes back wool top to wash dirt off. (9) 
11 Citizen's Executive Editor terribly troubled about 
newpaper's chief. (3,6) 
12 Ten leaders leave Canadian province in small 
sailing ship. (5) 
13 Litigated against having ill held back, defiled. (7) 
15 Jerusalem resident is backing dramatic king with 
me. (7) 
17 Regular feature in Citizen allows coverage of 
incomplete term. (7) 
19 Deficiency in Ottawa hockey player to reduce 
tension. (7) 
21 Reinforced statement of firm belief. (5) 
23 Correcting error step of Citizen staff. (9) 
26 Repair I do on taxi in process of rusting. (9) 
27 Segment of Nepean ice rink is more pleasant. (5) 
28 Liege-like MP is agitating Citizen's Weekly editor. 
(4,9) 

1 Administered trio of sedatives after doctor's 
orders, initially. (5) 
2 Station French designer around North. (7) 
3 Male is Uncle Sam, I figure. (9) 
4 Section of staircase in mezzanine welded. (5) 
5 Arsenic contains organic compound from space 
rocks. (9) 
6 Uncapped glass cleaner with part of Citizen's front 
page. (5) 
7 Shuffle sedimentary rock around Manitoba. (7) 
8 Type of delivery for this part of the Citizen? (1-7)  
13 Couples from South Luxembourg &Timmins, 
Ontario will appear in Citizen next week. (8) 
14 Denver's G.I. organization is worthy of 
contribution. (9) 
16 Move things around again behind stove. (9) 
18 Rio must develop one of Ottawa's main industries. 
(7) 
20 Part of leg & neck ape fractured. (7) 
22 Horse drawn carriage going up first kilometre of 
raceway. (5) 
24 Alabama after small enclosure for dealing with 
punishment of crime. (5) 
25 Hear of sudden increase in wool fabric. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Fixing doorbell in brothel. (8) 
5 Exchanged part of extra deduction. (6) 
9 Recorded revenue from office supplies. (5) 
10 University public relations is amidst two-thirds of 
GST rebellions. (9) 
12 Said Earth circled quickly. (7) 
13 Give approval for "Operation Red Nose"? (7) 
14 Make certain before covering Nova Scotia 
University. (6) 
16 Rub with oil on a tin sculpture. (6) 
20 French mathematician in Tampa's calculus 
exhibition. (6) 
21 Provide evidence AT&T has setback. (6) 
24 Restoring sink, pan with serviettes. (7) 
26 Quickly moved around a couple of 
chrysanthemums under arrangement. (7) 
28 Make unpleasant suggestion in immoral act you 
had discussed. (9) 
29 Thai organization surrounds one West Indies 
republic. (5) 
30 Editor, in black and white, is selfish. (6) 
31 Alienate sergeant with lack of order. (8) 

1 Near tyrants initially possess former Ottawa. (6) 
2 Properly re-rinse about 150 living room chairs. (9) 
3 Left after lack of difficulty with painter's 
equipment. (5) 
4 Washes part of viola, under strings. (8) 
6 Dire scene in development of housing. (9) 
7 Embarrassed to withdraw coverage of fashionable 
restaurant. (5) 
8 Anxious to return sweets. (8) 
11 Grazing animal comes back for marsh plant. (4) 
15 Mixed antidotes set in place. (9) 
17 Plan in outdoor shelter to behead lion. (9) 
18 Consumer activity is going to happen after initial 
shortfall. (8) 
19 Decals of small hearts? (8) 
22 Westernmost parts of American Samoa in 
Australian continent. (4) 
23 Give opinion on commercial gripping tool. (6) 
25 It's finished with a bit of Elmer's glue. (5) 
27 Drug dealer doesn't start as cinema employee. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Construction of hip retail mall around North 
Ottawa government site. (10,4) 
8 Put up change to menu by start of dinner. (7) 
9 Considering Hull has no leader in dynasty. (7) 
11 Greatly increased development of Boulder 
edition. (9) 
12 Bitter, uptight displays suddenly break out. (5) 
13 Cutting tool made up of potassium, nickel & iron. 
(5) 
15 Somehow, deduces about fifty are isolated. (8) 
18 Biased indeed, so corrupt. (3-5) 
21 Physician hides liquor in household appliance. (5) 
23 Connecticut seizes man's storage container. (5) 
25 Brutal coverage of last two-thirds of war 
experienced through someone else. (9) 
27 Mature red pine is chopped. (7) 
28 Place to anchor boats in time of Muslim 
conquerors? (7) 
29 Sole actor cried at play, with unconvincing 
expression of sorrow. (9,5) 

1 Prime Minister allowing East to join fractured 
Ottawa Valley town. (8) 
2 Circular found in bistro undated. (5) 
3 Developing stride, run from tresspassers. (9) 
4 Interferes with athletic awards, I hear. (7) 
5 Wandering in strange domain with cult leader. (7) 
6 Own report cut by fifty percent. (5) 
7 Hawaiian fashion accessory certainly is relaxed. (9) 
10 Walk loudly in entranceway. (4) 
14 Look up, in central hotel guide? (9) 
16 Restoring crate, undo layer of paint. (9) 
17 Board members re-route streets around 
university. (8) 
19 Took the plunge around Idaho, and separated. (7) 
20 Indicates fraction of medical problems. (7) 
22 Permanently mark small vehicle. (4) 
24 Elixir from Toronto almost pleasant. (5) 
26 A bad actor returns nothing to a Nebraska city. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Somehow, I chose about a thousand Winterlude 
mascots. (3,4) 
5 Substitute ribbed cloth with delicate fabric. (7) 
9 Encountered concerns with unit of measure. (5) 
10 Unending, terrible instances. (9) 
11 Tease stuck-up person returning ties. (7) 
12 Certificate initially validating Ottawa University 
campus has expired recently. (7) 
13 Flow of ocean returns with small changes. (5) 
14 Becomes aware of physical education with new 
service. (9) 
16 Senses sound in woodwind instrument is 
practiced. (9) 
18 Imposed fee to locate noise. (5) 
20 I'm beyond the first part of oil painting technique. 
(7) 
22 Badly aligned in front. (7) 
23 Rebel in South requires immediate attention. (9) 
24 Puts up with large animals. (5) 
25 Rough estimates & clumsy segues by first of 
speakers. (7) 
26 Lists of chickens without egg. (7) 

1 Place in liquid;  Partly simmer, season.  (7) 
2 Found lab thesis disjointed. (9) 
3 Surprisingly, coolest cats from South America. (7) 
4 Secretly passes small sheets of paper. (5) 
5 Regained control of respected holding company. 
(9) 
6 Agricultural land untouched around one street. (7) 
7 Covered with water, looked back in surprised 
expression. (5) 
8 Forcibly obtains rewritten texts about operating 
room. (7) 
14 Shores up organization involving five easily-
influenced people. (9) 
15 "Live at ten:  Struggle in air." (9) 
16 Complaining about bannister. (7) 
17 States emphasize a comeback. (7) 
18 Cooks with alcohol some beef, lamb escallops. (7) 
19 Summarizes critical remarks about New Age 
development technique. (7) 
21 Expos' season reveals a group of true enforcers. 
(5) 
22 Subsequently, real escalation takes time. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Bike fender U.N. restored for cold war museum 
near Ottawa. (12) 
8 Was astonished by surprising dam level around tip 
of Rhine. (9) 
9 Tropical fruit found in Nicaragua variety. (5) 
11 Going out is thrilling without chaperone, initially. 
(7) 
12 Plead for part in centre attraction. (7) 
13 Low grade--failure to perform dental hygiene. (5) 
14 Organize dry debate of children's toy. (5,4) 
17 Chromium gone icy somehow with study of sub-
zero temperatures. (9) 
19 Summarize comeback of speed-setting horse. (5) 
20 Two editors following one member of 
parliament's hindered progress. (7) 
23 Initial threat real, tangible. (7) 
24 Caretaker for Australian shark. (5)  
25 Unusual luck on gin opening. (9) 
26 Doctor honored odd R.N. with flowering shrub. 
(12) 

1 Disorderly, dirty room! (9) 
2 Corrupt men I see as foes. (7) 
3 Illuminate Elgin, then development. (9) 
4 Insignia of tailless weasel. (5) 
5 Lying terribly about hot time each evening. (7) 
6 Escape from East Virginia & Delaware. (5) 
7 Flaw in crime of inept mover. (12) 
10 Regretful acknowledgment has changed north 
evolutionary study. (12) 
15 Juggle hot candle in series of ten physical feats. 
(9) 
16 Former spouse uncoils design for disallowance of 
access. (9) 
18 Dodge's manufacturing around North is a blessing. 
(7) 
19 Track vehicle back and forth. (4,3) 
21 Town south of Ottawa in supper theatre show. (5) 
22 Completed coverage of ruling couple & Celtic 
priest. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Small & nice in old English Ottawa community. (7) 
5 Smart to get a kitchen tool. (7) 
9 Quality of painting reflected it. (5) 
10 Depiction of royal part at play. (9) 
11 Nonprofessional team at European exhibition. (7) 
12 Tie and return a no good luncheon meat. (7) 
13 Appearance of elms can be shaped. (9) 
16 Daring act for maniac to move back into street. (5) 
17 Military student acted badly. (5) 
19 Tantrums in tour bus thrown by leaders of 
Twisted Sister. (9) 
22 Rare United Nations meeting with United States 
at University of Alabama. (7) 
24 Mr. Alda takes question from Juneau resident. (7) 
26 Problem with itchy palm pertains to bodily fluids. 
(9) 
27 Narrative poem sounds inactive. (5) 
28 Pushes some bath rust solution. (7) 
29 Secretly moved to Alaska, as part of small 
requirement. (7) 

1 Lousiana involved in arrangements for two U.S. 
fugitives. (7) 
2 Accepted Latin Grammy pair at beginning of 
awards. (5) 
3 Switching to a lame breakfast cereal. (7) 
4 Artificial language in prose neat to decipher. (9) 
5 Substitute for chocolate bar co. developed. (5) 
6 Measure items in bakery registers. (7) 
7 Watchers keep silver for fur traders. (9) 
8 Monthly bill covers returning trouble of dependent. 
(7) 
14 Red mums I'm pruning around beginning of 
August. (9) 
15 Openings of charms. (9) 
17 Poetic phrases permitted after impressive 
achievement. (7) 
18 Makes contact with horrible ETs, holding in 
expression of pain. (7) 
20 Distinct U.K. ale in development. (7) 
21 Isolated and slightly burned around top of leg. (7) 
23 Bit of land with American water lily. (5) 
25 Canoe goes up and down. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 It doesn't add up, so cynic sent in to unravel. (13) 
8 Herb organized players. (7) 
9 Hated to reverse deal. (7) 
11 Flooded development at Dunedin. (9) 
12 Leaves out part of sitcom it shows. (5) 
13 Heating the room with iodine & carbon. (7) 
15 Mistake for young woman to bring back domestic 
animal. (7) 
16 Knife gets a bit of rust in fishing boat. (7) 
19 Are taking in New York & Missouri for a further 
amount of time. (7)  
21 Noise from a street to wear away. (5) 
22 Fellows trapped between two hills by torturer. (9) 
24 Roadway at one Ontario depot. (7) 
25 Wild and crazy aunt joins me at start of dinner. (7) 
26 Famous Ottawan is darn common lad, 
surprisingly. (4,9) 

2 Race back with true figure in raise. (7) 
3 Used grease contaminated without lid. (5) 
4 Stops blood in cyst--It moved around patient's 
head. (7) 
5 French involved in methods to return slavery. (7) 
6 Jealously, preparedly, I only use about five. (9) 
7 Small room is chiefly tailored for musician. (7) 
8 Sharpness of tension sped scuffle. (11) 
10 Died to have juice from tree fruit--it's gone. (11) 
14 Wine bottle has core of resin and metallic 
element. (9) 
17 Nearly saying something amidst fuss with pear-
shaped fruit. (7) 
18 Round room at round building. (7) 
19 Durango distributor found on the beach. (7) 
20 Time has no end in gem that's most desirable. (7) 
23 Consumed, and consumed--within measure. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Incite tumult about last letter in newspaper. (7) 
5 Hear donkey in small town. (7) 
9 Often nuisance reveals boredom. (5) 
10 Flaws found in emblem--Is hesitating. (9) 
11 Go before deeper problems surround Canada's 
capital. (7) 
12 Pity Len, dancing awkwardly. (7) 
13 Half truths and terrible temper of musician. (9) 
16 Loathe Alberta horn trio. (5) 
18 Legendary author initially employed in terrible 
soap? (5) 
20 Putting up barrier around woman at social 
function. (9) 
23 New waiters are most cautious. (7) 
24 Mates have middle-aged pains. (7) 
26 Blow-up as Montreal team gets left with charged 
item. (9) 
27 Small boat made of tin, with bits of oak & elm. (5) 
28 Maintaining view back in Gatineau, at first. (7) 
29 Groups allowed back in vehicles. (7) 

1 Somehow trace opal to Egyptian Queen. (9) 
2 About 2,200 pounds of gold in back seat of car. (7) 
3 Broadcast probes pair of zebras in former African 
country. (5) 
4 Most magnificent BLT one's prepared. (7) 
5 Ale has third of fieriness, has more body to it. (7) 
6 Restate rank again, taking it a bit earnestly. (9) 
7 Disconnect, having strange hunch about it. (7) 
8 Quick to cover street with grass. (5) 
14 Pembroke couple rip open assortment of deli 
meat. (9) 
15 Had returned at expected time. (3) 
17 Makes official note of concerns with main part of 
emergency rooms. (9) 
19 Ethical consideration of new PC rules. (7) 
20 Removing entrails left out of stuffing. (7) 
21 Lost it, an iceberg catching it! (7) 
22 Starlet has genuine confusion. (7) 
23 Sounds like famous bandleader is a slimy 
character. (5) 
25 Face cost for popular dog. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Tavern restaurateurs initially own North Ottawa 
community. (9) 
6 Mother has a couple of degrees in computer 
technology. (5) 
9 Shifted Renault's gear. (7) 
10 Lies on the beach without getting untidy top half? 
(7) 
11 Small notches in skin return around top of cheek. 
(5) 
12 Partner & I involved in seacoast development. (9) 
13 I'm in a country with a lot of spirit. (9) 
16 Initially testing a fat-free yogurt with chewy 
candy. (5) 
18 Fear doesn't begin with mistake. (5) 
19 Ruling woman's court procedure almost finished 
in winter month. (9) 
21 Secret art project with commuter vehicle. (9) 
24 Malevolent brother has bought part of cottage. 
(5) 
25 Eastern organization is closest. (7) 
26 Head of lettuce, heart of artichoke, a couple of 
endive tips, and small Asian fruits. (7) 
27 Leaders of East Timor take swindle to African 
country. (5) 
28 Firework outlet opens around Kentucky main 
road. (9) 

1 Alberta returns holding on a New Zealand gold 
mine. (7) 
2 More obscene hurricane damage. (9) 
3 Anger in high school employees. (5) 
4 Obscenity from terribly smug rival. (9) 
5 Builds home in Nebraska streets. (5) 
6 Can omit it in mix for pasta. (9) 
7 Doctor with a degree in literature. (5) 
8 Type of flower part of my expertise. (7) 
14 Enter game, shuffle, and deal. (9) 
15 Nepean leader at university assembly, of course. 
(9) 
17 Anger with blaze starter spreading hippie's flame-
prevention design. (9) 
18 Etcher begins elaborate scenes of nature. (7) 
20 Part of telephone has dent, fracture. (7) 
22 Prepared for New Year around beginning of 
December. (5) 
23 Mentions locations out loud. (5) 
24 Company has a couple of candies with chocolate 
ingredient. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Woman returned call from English poet. (7) 
5 "Lizard King", at the end, abused coke. (5) 
8 Sounds like beet is burnt. (7) 
9 Remedy getting out of fashion. (7) 
10 I hear sunbeams provide a lift. (5) 
11 Best Hab is traded for the most worn-out. (9)   
12 Developing megaton generator. (7) 
14 Nearly provoke nervous habit of biting. (7) 
15 Write back with song of planet. (7) 
17 Shoddy review. (3-4) 
19 Oprah organized start of New Age centre for 
homeless children. (9) 
21 Going back and forth concerning public affairs. (5) 
22 Hotter in Spain, then colder. (7) 
23 Irma's in pain from delivery? (7) 
24 Miss Arkansas is involved in foreign currency. (5) 
25 A group of males brought back a single flower. (7) 

1 Having meal after small arrangement of chairs. (7) 
2 Pennsylvania town sounds creepy. (5) 
3 Attractor left poems with musical sound. (9) 
4 Rising accuracy--excluding car from Mexican plant. 
(5) 
5 I hear graverobber set fire to Ottawa community. 
(9) 
6 Most vulgar, hardened exterior around Delaware. 
(7) 
7 Too concerned with specialized detail of car, not 
vehicle repair. (13) 
8 With great formality, economy rule is adjusted. (13) 
13 Imitation of excitement about letter from Greece. 
(9) 
14 Have relationship with Creole art organizer. (9)  
16 Dad has returned wine drink with spice. (7) 
18 Remove need for part of job VIA tendered. (7) 
20 Main artery backing up in Montserrat roadway. 
(5) 
21 Load vehicle on journey. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
3 Rogues have right to holiday greetings. (5) 
5 Finally--elf with taste in film. (5) 
8 One of Santa's reindeer also works on Valentine's 
Day. (5) 
10 Can nearly market Christmas tree decoration. (6) 
11 Church leader mentioned in "Winter Wonderland" 
doesn't start deliberate fire. (5) 
12 Breaks out new purse around twenty-first. (6) 
13 Initially following lead of older recruits, Santa's 
helpers organize winter nightclub entertainment. (9) 
14 Heck, he wrote one of the best-loved holiday tales 
of all time. (7) 
15 Fellow joins couples from Nepean, Quinte & 
Ingersoll to get life-sized doll. (9) 
17 Group of women around Ontario returning for 
Chanukah symbol. (7) 
20 Mixed dough, grease & brine's in holiday baking 
creations. (11,6) 
23 First part of "Ave Maria" no good, editor 
retaliated. (7) 
25 Sprayed disinfectant on gift Maude exchanged. (9) 
27 Christmas symbols start widespread concerns at 
high school. (7) 
29 Holiday song recopied to new list. (3,2,4) 
32 Printing measure Magi developed is a mystery. (6) 
33 "Rudolph" narrator holds one of  ornamental 
plants. (5) 
34 Excited couple arranges star with finishing 
touches. (6) 
35 Leap into a couple of small places to buy gifts. (5) 
36 Negligees, earrings include gifts my true love gave 
to me? (5) 
37 Lead stags have guided sleighs. (5) 

1 Trios of presents stores have immediately. (6) 
2 Neaten appearance of Christmas tree. (6) 
3 Most important part of "Grinch", i.e. film. (5) 
4 Splashy threesome strongly recommend 
extravagant buying. (7) 
5 Camera's glare from start of festive ball Bush 
organized. (9) 
6 Classic holiday film of fall & winter is due to be 
renovated. (3,1,9,4) 
7 God's realm part of breathtaking domain. (7) 
8 Religious belief about Scene almost the high point 
of song. (9) 
9 Dried fruits are found in calendar. (5) 
15 Three Wise Men nearly masters of molten rock. 
(5) 
16 Not supporting Christmas Eve, initially, as 
denoting special occasion. (5) 
18 Start again to relax around beginning of Easter. (5) 
19 Sprayed Santa's expressions on back half of sled? 
(5) 
21 G.I. sad they changed length of Chanukah. (5,4) 
22 Minced meat's side in small coffee container. (9) 
24 Traversing snow as in Christmas carol is stylish. (7) 
26 Herds of male reindeer raised around woman. (7) 
27 Victory over thousands is angel's goal? (5) 
28 Seasonal drink disappeared back around 2000? (6) 
30 Fanatic character from "Little Women" makes 
holiday spice. (6) 
31 Packages gift, hearing knocks on door. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Strange dialect from ancient fortress. (7) 
5 Terribly upset by French caper. (7) 
9 Type of bird found in Massechusetts, California & 
West. (5) 
10 Kindly include university in Vulcan organization 
near Arkansas. (9) 
11 Yemen's leader involved in new approach with 
biblical stories. (9) 
12 Public display seen, heard. (5) 
13 Military leader amidst location of strike. (5) 
15 White Rose is ruined by different circumstances. 
(9) 
18 1970's craze with male suit to cause 
embarrassment. (9) 
19 Recluse has borrowed item, you say? (5) 
21 Outcast returned disgust. (5) 
23 Not being protected, university backing ran 
increased debt, initially. (9) 
25 New Liberal an artist of dance. (9) 
26 Desert animal arrived and left. (5) 
27 Bets Texas organization has air conditioning. (7) 
28 Passes elevated train by church structures. (7) 

1 Noisy representatives with noisy instruments? (7) 
2 Trio of technicians remedies geological study. (9) 
3 Former Ottawa mayor is a real go-getter, sounds 
like. (5) 
4 Lake damaged bit of platform; Top of structure is 
water-resistant. (9) 
5 Note United Nations article for wildlife. (5) 
6 Related to star around North Carolina, estate 
initially inherited. (9) 
7 Net profit, finally--university put up building 
extension. (5) 
8 Get back into middle of procession. (7) 
14 Melon I let spoil makes a skin softening 
treatment. (9) 
16 Chart-topping songs shattered Apartheid. (3,6) 
17 Benign or amusing display of simpleton. (9) 
18 Long-lasting bad rule is amended. (7) 
20 Pans unstarted puzzles. (7) 
22 Popular couple left Alaska, returned for dance. (5) 
23 We have sent back metal items.  (5) 
24 Primo chablis has flavour of coffee. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Travel with gold in Ottawa corridor. (6) 
5 Swathe of mountain ridge surrounds West. (7) 
10 Delayed, taking time for coffee. (5)  
11 Thrill-seeker existed a long time with Democrat 
backing. (9) 
12 Highly desirable, mature feathers. (7) 
13 Discounter of steel reinforcement accepts a 
couple of tens. (7) 
14 Endless nonsense in road trip. (5) 
15 Trios of miscreants behind avenue act badly. (9) 
17 Fared well in GST section for residences. (9) 
19 Suit overturned condition in wager. (5) 
21 Shelving unit for chiefly basketball and tennis 
equipment. (7) 
23 Somehow reclaim wonder. (7) 
24 Begin to get prickly plants with stellar pattern. (9) 
25 Coldly, leader removed from Mediterranean 
island. (5) 
26 Jerk reversed view of New York team. (7) 
27 Concerns in misdeeds of seductresses. (6) 

2 Unwelcome confusion of sin, virtue. (9) 
3 Increase thrill, taking Ecstasy & a bit of Valium. (7) 
4 University of North Dakota use is heartless, 
unwarranted. (5) 
5 Public relations is involved in terrible ruses & 
startling events. (9) 
6 Suspect due, bail is heard? (7) 
7 Covering beginning of verse in composition for two. 
(5) 
8 Expand general design. (7)  
9 Story initially left beside the editorial page is 
slanted. (6) 
15 Organization in armaments! (3-2-4) 
16 Fondness for face, if not figure. (9) 
17 Composer from Delaware active around South. (7) 
18 Obligated to keep king pleasant. (7) 
19 Roadblock in city north of Toronto, by start of 
route. (7) 
20 D.I.Y. tee design! (3-3) 
22 Article on Georgia in another time. (5) 
23 Gives out in sporting events, I hear. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Vehicle left in middle of lengthy Ottawa avenue. (7) 
5 Protests operation for sick pet. (7) 
9 Plane accident in Asian country. (5) 
10 I break into unit, with hunch. (9) 
11 Finished start of tennis open. (5) 
12 Massachusetts fireman struggling with high-speed 
computer. (9) 
13 Delaware representatives upset by fuss with 
outlaw. (9) 
16 Files reptiles chiefly with snakes. (5) 
18 Fog covers front of daycare centre. (5) 
19 Having no will to remove start of road from 
American thoroughfare. (9) 
21 Flowers returned stained rag without a bit of 
thought. (9) 
24 Ski hill obstacle for tycoon. (5) 
25 One member of parliament left--if that is right--
with hearing aid? (9) 
26 Musical symbols placed on back. (5)  
27 Reveals former partners have post offices. (7) 
28 Guarantees results around end of November. (7) 

1 Agreement against company road. (7) 
2 Concerns with newspaper equipment editor held 
back. (9) 
3 Opening part of chain letter. (5) 
4 Fairy tale author sounds gloomy. (5) 
5 Tiptoe, act strange in woman's undergarment. (9) 
6 U.S. officer changed hairstyles. (9) 
7 Popular musical by rising native not opening. (5) 
8 Boy weaves poetic verses. (7) 
14 Changed sheets, hiding nervous habit from 
Philosophy department. (9) 
15 Lies a bit, I figure, of skills. (9) 
17 Small expression of amusement with massacre. 
(9) 
18 Move Russian aircraft onto grade. (7) 
20 Recruits oddly silent about South. (7) 
22 Tear head off of flounder. (3,2) 
23 Miser vengefully displays present. (5) 
24 Fixes final part in brief manuscript. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Somehow halt outlaw in local region. (6-4)  
6 Enthusiastic comeback of chanteuse. (4) 
10 Seek pay as organizer of illegal bar. (9) 
11 Throws fits about chiefly frivolous quarrels. (5) 
12 After "E.R." unsuccessful, shows old TV program. 
(5) 
13 Development for Elgin PC is obscuring. (9) 
14 Former name for European currency almost much 
like South American country? (7) 
17 Current condition holds bit of rain cloud. (7)  
18 I'm in terrible stress from siblings. (7) 
20 Staff, Citizen heads senior editor chided. (7) 
23 Tending to have domestic animal, installing rug. 
(9) 
25 Eastern member of parliament totally heartless & 
vacuous. (5) 
27 Des Moines resident charged item around 
Washington. (5) 
28 Pharmacy's front door mats ripped. (9) 
29 Conceal skin. (4) 
30 Stirring with lust, duo are cheating. (10) 

1 Edited verbose note. (7) 
2 I hear that place is owned by those people. (5) 
3 Emerged from sleep with decreased strength, 
lacking energy. (7) 
4 Toss man onto street. (5) 
5 American settlers name streets after "Thin Man" 
actress and boxing legend. (9) 
7 One American sports organization--one 
Connecticut & Delaware overturned--caused 
suffering. (9) 
8 Gives tasks for terrible sassing. (7) 
9 Puts up with operating room's senseless state. (6) 
15 Removed bottle cap and cursed new contraption. 
(9) 
16 Recalled, discerned problems. (9) 
18 Queasy from a bit of circling in his ski manoeuvre. 
(7) 
19 Looking at, for example, keeping the old inside. (6) 
21 Supervise line of writing in Old English. (7) 
22 Lack of rain attire around New York rising? (7) 
24 Goldilocks remained upstairs, eating leftover bits 
of porridge. (5) 
26 Snapshot stolen in post office. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Ottawa-area community at an Alaska retrospective. 
(6) 
4 Terribly saddened by cul-de-sacs. (4,4) 
10 Fashionable--a journey in major U.S. city. (7) 
11 Effect of alcohol excess--a third of gin missing 
from George and Victoria's house? (7) 
12 Tax department going after return of myself and 
Muslim officials. (5) 
13 Not allowed to offer room. (9) 
14 Dull poet returns. (4) 
16 Doctor decides R.N. is distinguished. (9) 
18 Without any garments, he couldn't change. (9) 
22 Belt is small as halter top. (4) 
25 New bail due in hearing is impossible? (9) 
26 Man gets a couple of pets, initially fish. (5) 
27 Somewhat decrepit, he talks with slur. (7) 
28 Prizes from return sporting events between East 
and South. (7) 
29 Speak about Northern Connecticut; it's 
sacredness. (8) 
30 Organization heartlessly stingy with backing of 
baseball team. (6) 

1 Gave up pair of kings & shuffled deck. (6) 
2 Having greater volume of strange ironies. (7) 
3 Initially, "The Rose" and "Yesterday" sung by 
Platters. (5) 
5 Urges others, somehow, to take ten. (7) 
6 Squalor, noise & liquor--three of essentials. (9) 
7 North-East Virginia karate master is Reno native. 
(7) 
8 Romantic song Ed Asner arranged with a bit of 
effort. (8) 
9 Made mistake putting iron in product. (6) 
15 Booth sold remedy for condition of irritated eyes. 
(9) 
17 After first half of July, ripens assortment of berry-
yielding shrubs. (8) 
19 Horn from Brazilian city taken by relatives. (7) 
20 Cap involves a small part of environment. (7) 
21 As expected, headed up & fought. (6) 
23 Remained seated, having pastry with bit of 
nutmeg, sage. (7) 
24 Swindle with total of construction material. (6) 
26 Brave to pull back with Syrian leaders. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Tax rule men developed with Ottawa councillor. 
(4,6) 
6 Discount for part of boat, I hear. (4) 
10 Commercial fitting or connecting device. (7) 
11 Putting a couple of avenues through path in 
woods is a laborious effort. (7) 
12 Sprightly soldier gets covered with beer. (5) 
13 Development of TNT came after backing of North-
East passage. (9) 
14 Fixed in location tonight, missing Ontario. (5) 
16 Industrial parts may enrich organization. (9) 
18 In other words, spared her suffering. (9) 
20 National capital south of India's outer limits. (5) 
22 Town's settlers have left for fish. (9) 
24 French possess a sad expression. (5) 
25 FBI fail to change position of court officer. (7) 
26 Illuminate parts of lane in Gatineau-Hull, between 
nine and eleven. (7) 
27 Started exporting thousands and thousands of 
poultry products. (4) 
28 Additional comment involves acceptable range of 
trite remarks. (9) 

1 Carving material into a dog with flower. (9) 
2 Gave up keeping noise from escaping. (7) 
3 Dull subject is endless. (5) 
4 Smooth return involves a bit of resourcefulness and 
courage. (5) 
5 Charmed by tender N.A.C. play. (9) 
7 A California, Delaware & Maine school community. 
(7) 
8 Consume about 150--a brilliant display. (5) 
9 It's a talc manufactured from marsh plants. (8) 
15 Under oppressive rule, part of city ran nicely. (8) 
16 Able to control rising worries amidst animal 
attack. (9) 
17 Wants to finally pay wages. (9) 
19 Combining resources for swim centre in Gatineau, 
chiefly. (7) 
21 Openly disregarded rule, and played instrument 
around Ontario capital. (7) 
22 Legend of French leader having great aptitude. (5) 
23 Crack left in rotisserie part. (5) 
24 Fear losing right in battle. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Canine doesn't have a bit of success as Valentine's 
Day mascot. (5) 
4 Cloth on garment reveals sexy underwear. (5) 
11 Challenging rival, arriving to take beloved. (9) 
12 Splits with cruel baker, and matures. (9) 
14 Darling is in Delaware, then Arkansas. (4) 
15 Remember--concerning chocolate heart--allowed 
to take a hundred. (9) 
16 Missing first boyfriend in Aruba, returned in a 
mood. (4) 
17 Enthusiasm older suitor displays burns out slowly. 
(8) 
18 Mashed potato's the thing to freshen breath. (10) 
19 Is bolder, somehow, around five sweethearts. (9) 
21 Look back at drinks in Japan as precious 
mementos. (9) 
23 Fear ruby is wrong for time of Valentine's Day. (8) 
24 Beautiful women seldom in break-up. (6) 
25 Special occasion on bracelet I designed. (11) 
26 You and I start discussing ring & marriage. (7) 
27 Take last three of attractive diamonds. (3) 

2 All pale under struggle to match up! (12) 
3 In part of school year, started essay on personal 
journals of matchmakers. (14) 
5 Corrupt shop taxed a herb container on Valentine's 
Day. (5-6-3) 
6 Distant again, returned to everyone's favourite 
romantic destination. (7,5) 
7 Oh no! Money is misplaced in newlyweds' trip. (9) 
8 Establishes first erotic theatre in Ottawa, on back 
street. (6) 
9 Hollow Valentine follows design to lure soul mate. 
(4,4) 
10 Wager with three Rotarians man would get 
engaged. (9) 
13 Climbing mountain near Toronto, he imagined 
ideal of love. (5) 
20 I am seized by caution, getting measurement for 
ring? (8) 
22 Ottawa founder in favour of joining Dunrobin 
couple near Connecticut--with unexpected result. (2-
7) 
24 Dispensing with having encounter, I hear. (6) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Red coat fashioned with 1920's style. (3,4) 
5 Applauds one-third of pay increases. (7) 
9 Rub the wrong way, going into benefit of whiskey. 
(7) 
10 One of town's founders developed trestle. (7) 
11 Conclude it isn't out, with referee's overturn. (5) 
12 Lead chain prepared Mexican food. (9) 
13 Single best section of Ottawa neighbourhood. (5) 
15 Lucky to have proficiency catching large fish. (9) 
16 Poets getting depressed by bit of heckling from 
loudmouths. (9) 
18 Precise axe fixed edges of cut. (5) 
21 Type of math formula is clear--a big improvement. 
(9) 
23 Boat bottoms have smooth return. (5) 
24 Stringed instrument has clear crescent shape. (7) 
25 Having no knowledge of United Nations article, 
joining major battle near East. (7) 
26 Former spouse somehow crept into section of 
book. (7) 
27 Hears street is involved in property claims. (7) 

1 Moving slowly, missing start of betting. (7) 
2 Authentic to have a couple of bits of fungus left in 
mushroom. (7) 
3 Remainder of fire in East Manitoba emergency 
room. (5) 
4 Snow leopard has little weight. (5) 
5 Cast drops off mail from tour? (9) 
6 Surprisingly, Tibet art around university has quality. 
(9) 
7 Consult an allergist involving type of raisin. (7) 
8 Family designation certain to get man upset. (7) 
14 Boxer I hit injured show participant. (9) 
15 Heavens & Evergreen: A popular musical on 
Northwest territories. (9) 
16 Blind initially protest against the French system 
for visually impaired. (7) 
17 Sadly, no cigar is naturally-produced. (7) 
19 Road rage by median? (7) 
20 Fringes of teaching assistants getting raise of 
lower amount. (7) 
22 Sounds like embroidery work is atrocious. (5) 
23 Ending for limerick consumes English poet. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Dancing bear is found around one region of Eastern 
Russia. (7) 
5 Severely criticize expert with a cure-all formula. (7) 
9 Corruptly stole back section of Parliament Hill. (4,5) 
10 We divide microphone for song. (5) 
11 Matched score, getting everything added up. (7) 
12 Veins right in cuts of meat. (7) 
13 Face irate assembly in lunch room. (9) 
16 Tax department going after Los Angeles hideouts. 
(5) 
17 Parts of book initially published by Times. (5) 
19 Terrible care given is cause for complaint. (9) 
22 Small enclosure surrounds half of Ottawa vacation 
home. (7) 
23 A lot of people backing me in Washington, with 
energizing force. (7) 
25 Plane going back and forth. (5) 
26 Staff's first name beside the editorial page is 
formed into circles. (9) 
27 Neglected child is U.S. educator's, partly. (7) 
28 Gave out prizes in a lottery backed by editor. (7) 

1 He doubts Saskatchewan tale has a bit of truth. (7) 
2 Herb turned up: Is in science centre. (5) 
3 Rub tile off, having completed reconstruction. (7) 
4 Permitted, I hear to have spoken. (5) 
5 I ask paint mixer from Islamabad. (9) 
6 Shamefully, lure man with figure. (7) 
7 Somehow, canoeists finish. (9) 
8 Assigns blame to pilots holding trio in custody. (7) 
14 Escapees have guts if I've interpreted properly. (9) 
15 Three of regulars returned unfinished dessert and 
went back to previous place. (9) 
17 Choice was ahead of drunk. (7) 
18 Animal shelters have capacity to open avenues? 
(7) 
20 Virginia and Louisiana have zero flavour. (7) 
21 Couple of corrections in finished cryptic? (7) 
23 Thrust into American lawyer's theatrics. (5) 
24 Pouted to get motor bike. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Recreational site near Ottawa is taking up area, 
unfortunately. (8,4) 
9 Arriving at highest point of old Chinese city around 
one. (7) 
10 Aspect ratio shows ranges of wavelengths. (7) 
11 Editor has guys to fix text. (5) 
12 Sadly, we tear our winter clothes. (9) 
13 Limits paying guests, I hear. (7) 
15 Tending to forget change in cinemas. (7) 
16 Twists bit of rope into winter hats. (7) 
18 Endless lane back-up around second half of 
winter. (7) 
20 Surprisingly, he dreaded having auburn hair. (9) 
22 Refute concerns, however. (5) 
23 Old-fashioned structural support U.S. government 
agency is backing. (7) 
24 Initially, total stranger getting left with small child. 
(7) 
25 Shelters sun's terribly unyielding severity. (12) 

2 Dilettante has friend near university in Arkansas. 
(7) 
3 Work written by Homer in one-fifty-one A.D. (5) 
4 Absorbs a bit of scent in English roses. (9) 
5 Tip delivery company with extravagant extremes. 
(5) 
6 Ruined NBA career with deviation from accepted 
standards. (9) 
7 Between nine and eleven in sets of baby animals. 
(7) 
8 Court martial troubled enrollee? (12) 
9 Nearby priest converted from Protestant faith. (12) 
14 Lively Texan rube is agitating. (9) 
15 An Ecuadorean couple is extremely fond of 
entertaining stories. (9) 
17 Concerns with terribly crude diminishing agent. 
(7) 
19 Bible mixer in Nova Scotia has snacks. (7) 
21 Transfer is tied up. (5) 
22 Managed to cover produce from harmful gas. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Concept for Rideau Centre. (4) 
3 Eccentric legislator is a real storyteller. (10) 
10 Giving permission to the French two times in a 
thousand. (7) 
11 Strange sound in market. (7) 
12 Small concern about fight with figure in field. (9) 
13 Father of revolutionary art movement. (4) 
15 Provoked in mirroring nervous habit by editor. (7) 
17 Reptile and head of newt in Japanese drink. (5) 
18 Recorded a bit of television, then copied. (5) 
19 Legislative step is nothing more than keeping 
America back. (7) 
20 Initially, restaurant owners defend smoking in 
bars. (4) 
22 Editorial after prisoner rooms reduced. (9) 
25 Almost hoping for painkiller. (7) 
26 Racist I tangle with sarcastic. (7) 
27 Conservativism stiffens U.S. amendments? (10) 
28 Key vocalist in heavy metal. (4) 

1 I left with desire to assess value of show. (10) 
2 Age is about ten times more? (5) 
4 Complicated oral might have math formula. (9) 
5 Pound, seized by rising sorrow, has a joint? (5) 
6 Backing of Delaware animal park flowed slowly. (5) 
7 Very angry about raid organized by illuminate. (9) 
8 Noisily drags part of feet. (4) 
9 Declines in exchange kept quiet. (8) 
14 Ordered cup is broken--It's made again. (10) 
15 I'm in favour of MP joining a couple of turncoats 
on the spur of the moment. (9) 
16 Doctor doing as is indicated by medical exam? (9) 
17 Pranks involve Delaware pupils. (8) 
21 Burns up part of letter. (5) 
22 Is able to reverse negative rule. (5) 
23 Rocks found near mountain by small Native group. 
(5) 
24 Rising trade of animal feet. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Returns to fortunetellers, I hear. (7) 
5 Companies involved in paste from type of sugar. (7) 
9 Friend is trailing North East Asian country. (5) 
10 Shamefully lamenting position of vehicle? (9) 
11 Church member's robe is cold, like footwear. (7) 
12 Completely high, absorbed by child's plaything. (7) 
13 Finish university race, seizing last bit of 
determination, stamina. (9) 
15 Initially rend half your manuscript's end! (5) 
17 Send money back for stopwatch. (5) 
19 Puce latex ensemble free of charge. (9) 
22 Varnish found in French lake unending question. 
(7) 
23 Come to a stop around north of Helsinki. (7) 
25 Strangely, I'd been CEO for ability to take orders. 
(9) 
26 Illustrated right into early morning. (5) 
27 Kills, I hear, with horse-drawn vehicles. (7) 
28 Certain to get five hollow "yeses" in 
questionnaires. (7) 

1 Long for start of coffee break in Ottawa mall. (9) 
2 Against having page in newspaper covering post 
offices. (7) 
3 One thousand left Ontario borders for residence in 
far North. (5) 
4 Sens lack enthusiasm, have to loosen up. (7) 
5 Remove top of wrist, then place in damaged leg 
cartilage. (7) 
6 Terrible annual rut is not normal. (9) 
7 Royal revolution has cover, backing. (7) 
8 Citizen trying to expose point of access. (5) 
14 Changing itinerary, with concerns over chiefly 
risky excursion. (9) 
16 They never forget accident with the planes. (9) 
18 Partner captures Argentinian radical with broad 
knife. (7) 
19 Tasks in emergency rooms involving right return 
of DNA. (7) 
20 Hundreds have bid for funds. (7) 
21 Shake a part of the fence around it. (7) 
22 Steals goods, overturning chair. (5) 
24 Free an elevator to lowest level? (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Toronto prisoner initially entered a plea--was 
overturned. (7) 
5 Risk-taker started goading slow mover. (7) 
9 Stop in at a mixer for hors d'oeuvre. (9) 
10 Hides loose end of shirt in formal suit, sounds like. 
(5) 
11 Representations of gods left in wedding vows. (5) 
12 Remodelled over a dent in construction. (9) 
13 "Ottawa pavilion" has been read incorrectly. (8) 
15 Endeavour to get section of East River. (6) 
18 Weasel and eagle found around Michigan. (6) 
19 Tie end of hair taken out of Rastafarian braid. (8) 
22 A dollar a corn cob you say? He's a pirate. (9) 
24 Hurt by streetcars backing up. (5) 
25 Loud cry of sea animal. (5) 
26 Wasted away from crazy Oprah diet. (9) 
27 Removed from job for action involving post 
offices. (7) 
28 Intended to have aircraft around north by start of 
day. (7) 

1 Sinatra mingled with Russian empress. (7) 
2 Natural resource most favoured--part uranium with 
a bit of magnesium. (9) 
3 Skips ski hills--They're not opened. (5) 
4 Using care to maintain privacy in land is Cree 
tradition. (8) 
5 Crushed soil. (6) 
6 Encouraged to admit vote is fixed. (9) 
7 Legally allowed to put light on around '99? (5) 
8 Remainder of concern reflected is merited. (7) 
14 Shamefully, guard seen in blue jeans. (9) 
16 I soon have L.A. Times pair in solitary 
confinement. (9) 
17 Terrible predator shows sign of crying. (8) 
18 Nudged at first, Ezra Pound had to pay debt. (7) 
20 In short, Katherine accomplished in cricket. (7) 
21 Gave back money for returned baby item. (6) 
23 Canadian Press covering prisoner's escape from 
vice. (5) 
24 Reddish-brown monkeys climbing all around me. 
(5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Have an egg, missing beginning of pageant? (3) 
5 Parade participant in emergency room after Easter 
time. (7) 
8 "Easter Parade" dancer initially felt embarrassed by 
a step error. (4,7) 
9 Arithmetic involving ounces returned in Passover 
food. (6) 
10 In month of Passover, get imported car? (6) 
13 Design on spring decor  matching. (13) 
15 "Better to have a rabbit's favourite cereal with a 
couple of potatoes," author wrote of Peter Rabbit. 
(7,6) 
18 Passover story of ox used fabrication. (6)  
20 Letter from Greece around time of Crucifixion 
evidence. (6) 
22 Precipitate change by wandering. (11) 
23 Chinese food an Easter tradition at the White 
House? (3,4) 

2 Charge a couple of hundred American by beginning 
of Easter. (6) 
3 Attractive and small inside residence. (8) 
4 Rejection of fifty percent of eggs found in country. 
(8) 
6 Author doesn't start going into U.S. agency's 
standards. (8) 
7 Spring flower in from Dublin, just about. (4) 
9 Centre of Cadbury filling a cream mixture--It's 
ghastly! (7) 
11 I regain organization in African republic. (7) 
12 Glue no good under first letter in "Easter". (5) 
14 Engraved design in silver inside restored oil tin. (8) 
16 Stirring sour gin mixture. (7) 
17 Meat loaf nearly mixed into cereal. (7) 
19 Sign of guys going after egg? (4) 
21 Locks in noisy rabbit. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Travelled to capital of Oregon for western event. 
(5) 
4 I run into a complication with demolition. (9) 
9 Circle back near Nova Scotia on busy local avenue. 
(7) 
10 Couple of vegetables left out by final recipe for 
sauce. (7) 
11 Broadcasts features about Nova Scotia male. (9) 
12 Appearance of noisy men. (5) 
13 Putting a stop to nuisance from a club in part of 
Gatineau. (7) 
15 Child minders rest--it's terrible. (7) 
17 Unfortunately, I'd sat in a steamship--They cause 
pain. (7) 
20 Waiting in ambush, nearly overthrow rule by 
monarch. (7) 
22 Untruths surround five existences. (5) 
23 Sorry, lease covers an arrangement with pet. (9) 
25 Is able to join high school student in cafeteria. (7) 
26 Tout comedy show ending. (7) 
27 Small flaw, at first, in bystander's haste. (9) 
28 Impressions of rooms getting chiefly tactless. (5) 

1 Problems with trustable counter arguments. (9) 
2 French designer with a degree in scenic 
representation. (7)  
3 Desert area a bit overcast in current condition. (5) 
4 Getting up about a quarter of nine, and cleaning. 
(7) 
5 Commits to funding in five eastern roadways. (7) 
6 Lizard thrown at gorilla. (9) 
7 Inside university, roofing material is useless. (7) 
8 Relative in French city, I hear. (5) 
14 Adamant it isn't Sen in melee. (9) 
16 Crudely, she lists about a thousand having lack of 
vision. (9) 
18 Michelangelo's most famous sculpture nearly 
completed back in about 100 by Italian artist. (2,5) 
19 Needle busy ring engraver, somewhat. (7) 
20 Catch sight of friend returning computers. (7) 
21 One lawyer reversed Ohio article for Boise 
resident. (7) 
22 Grasshopper almost in position. (5) 
24 Negative answer Time editor made record of. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Root of skin irritation involving a couple of 
diagnoses. (6) 
4 Illustrations of crumbling piecrust. (8) 
10 Prophet is small part in change. (9) 
11 Editor has North Dakota edition mainly finished. 
(5) 
12 Agile cat & pug trained in Honduran city. (11) 
13 Hearing sheep by tree. (3) 
14 Couples from Newmarket, Pembroke and Ottawa 
community. (6) 
16 Sounds like army commander related to war. (7) 
19 Fluster mover by relaxing. (7) 
20 Street left in place, finally. (6) 
22 Returned bathroom fixture, however. (3) 
24 Authorization of memo went per arrangement. 
(11) 
27 Drive one member of parliament by parts of Elgin. 
(5) 
28 Cutting up on Sex Ed being covered. (9) 
29 Start getting thinner by being more gluttonous? 
(8) 
30 Showy to pilot aircraft around tree. (6) 

1 Metal fasteners made by former Rhode Island 
soldiers? (6) 
2 Regis ends struggle with fashion consultants. (9) 
3 Unemotional, to put into exact wording. (5) 
5 Blissful period sounds lacking in activity. (5) 
6 He has to go in to sign for reference book? (9) 
7 Red Deer's first to probe mayor Giuliani. (5) 
8 Amazed, going up through smooth material of 
footpath. (8) 
9 Alarming manoeuvres near the border. (8) 
15 Weakened, has been fed remedy containing a 
couple of leaves. (9) 
16 Latex producer left in mid-week to relocate. (8) 
17 Sell Sen--is impaired by afflictions. (9) 
18 Talking informally about right of seizing. (8)  
21 Cigar gets low grade--it's dull. (6) 
23 Get ready to play golf around Pennsylvania 
Native's home. (5) 
25 Impolite to go after chief precepts of puritan. (5) 
26 Force away returning outcast. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Somehow get closure for local city Province 
amalgamated. (10) 
6 Crowded hearing for treaty. (4) 
10 Uncapped soft drink left on letter from Greece. (7) 
11 Related dance makes a comeback in Central 
European capitals. (7) 
12 Time marathon in trail. (5) 
13 Type of squash, however has complete primary 
nutrients. (9) 
14 He retaliates for a couple of vendettas, in rage. (7) 
15 Terrible traumas in Indonesian island. (7) 
18 Solemn nurse joins chief of emergency in 
direction. (7) 
21 Puts air into soil of designated region, from back 
to front. (7) 
23 Control in flying is much about almost ideal area. 
(9) 
25 Crime story has boxer joining couple of bikers? (5) 
26 Not dangerous to get insect from South-West US 
city. (5,2) 
27 Segments of CNN air obituary from East African 
city. (7) 
28 Mr. Trotsky comes back for Christmas. (4) 
29 Tending to impregnate! (10) 

1 Tea garden ruined by large dog. (5,4) 
2 Single has bachelor party in performance centre. 
(7) 
3 Co-worker, C.E.O. lug ale into mixer. (9) 
4 Shells and barnacles covering coastal ridge. (7) 
5 Provokes former spouses, hanging around near 
town. (7) 
7 Not supporting profits being held by two heads of 
AT&T. (7) 
8 Return small pastry, taking slice of expensive 
dessert. (5) 
9 Giant therefore in comeback. (4) 
16 Three martinis, a third of gin, a couple of rickeys, 
couple of Tanquerays, & a lime cocktail. (9) 
17 Attacking fool, and suffering. (9) 
19 Regret taking second and third pet into train. (7) 
20 Hydrocarbon one let explode around university. 
(7) 
21 Opposite lead in "Mame", going after an award 
for theatre. (7) 
22 Travel with oil organization in North African city. 
(7) 
23 Deliberate burning of Arkansas child. (5) 
24 Sounds like view is the high point. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Illegal drug I injected in busy Ottawa street. (6) 
5 Canada's railway system involved in vehicle with 
luxury food. (6) 
10 Spaniard cheers about Brazilian city's birds. (7) 
11 Prophet mentioned part of ear. (7) 
12 Piece of hardware not available near Illinois. (4) 
13 Frontman has corrupt angle in condition of 
contract. (10) 
15 Voter backing part covering East Connecticut. (7) 
16 Revealing footwear has started causing public 
outrage. (7) 
17 Additional comments absorb enthusiast of 
seabirds. (7) 
20 Six sheep have started ramming audience. (7) 
22 Impractical beliefs in a new order. (10) 
23 Returned letter from prestigious English school. 
(4) 
25 I've sent back North Carolina edition, as indicated. 
(7) 
26 Passes back around a couple of rattlesnakes in 
coils. (7) 
27 Stopped compact disc, having lack of difficulty. (6) 
28 Return as small and sleek. (6) 

2 Building closed if ice holds. (7) 
3 Solo composition from Scandinavian city. (4) 
4 Initially nervous as class gets more unpleasant. (7) 
5 Alters a hundred drapes around mid September. (7) 
6 It averaged fluctuations of many colours and 
patterns. (10) 
7 Add acre in construction decorated with arches. (7) 
8 Balances precious stone, somehow. (13) 
9 Lets Sens share terrible lack of compassion. (13) 
14 Stonecutter ancestors' revealing words. (10) 
18 Dies of complications involving initial fall in 
hockey zone. (7) 
19 Teased after front of skirt slipped. (7) 
20 Suitcases from Alabama held in tight grips. (7) 
21 East Northwest Territories inclement weather is 
drag. (7) 
24 Fog failed to hit, sounds like. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Bougainvillea flowers showing a bit of foliage. (4) 
3 Spring flower in from Dublin, nearly. (4) 
8 Letter from Greece has skilled artistic depiction. (7) 
9 Thoroughly impresses about sick trees. (7) 
11 Let holly & ivy leaf intertwine with wildflower. 
(4,2,3,6) 
12 Sections of flowers not wild in Southern Nova 
Scotia. (7) 
14 Twiggy end of branches by bank? (7) 
16 Garden tools found in small shacks. (7) 
20 An expert with half of posies is pertinent. (7) 
24 I'm preserving one hybrid of yellow-flowered 
plant. (7,8) 
25 Mentioned condition of flowering plant. (7) 
26 Platform that is small for chrysanthemums. (7) 
27 First of farm animals removed from grasses. (4) 
28 Take out middle of stoops for flower foundations. 
(4) 

1 Oil able to be extracted from type of bellflower. (7) 
2 Change name on single plant of the buttercup 
family. (7) 
4 Let go of concerns with broken easel. (7) 
5 Covered by dirt, outside of piano is ruined. (7) 
6 Mentioned goodies found in hotel rooms. (6) 
7 Start tying undesirable plants with cloths. (6) 
8 Prepares soil for growing, putting a quarter of loam 
into silt mixture. (5) 
10 Somewhat wishy-washy, ergo more timid. (5) 
13 Nothing left in return. (3) 
15 Edge section of tulips. (3) 
16 Gives up, I hear with plant starters. (5) 
17 Orange tossed with bit of oil & herb. (7) 
18 Snob's title is fabricated. (7) 
19 Bent herb around front of garden died. (6) 
20 Wear away couple of radiators between Alberta 
and Delaware. (6) 
21 Lettuce from grow centre near New England state. 
(7) 
22 Small horses consuming Eastern flowers. (7) 
23 I go back into roads for bits of flowers. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Litigant has right to be more certain. (5) 
4 Warned of education problems. (9) 
9 Singers disallow it to be on singles. (9) 
10 Midwest native charged item around Washington. 
(5) 
11 Signs up for luxury car, after measuring unit. (7) 
12 Swing sent back in breeze, partly. (7) 
13 Prove a sun involved with celestial explosion. (9) 
16 Result from East Nova Scotia university initial 
exam. (5) 
18 Lived in capitals of Denmark, Wales, England, 
Luxembourg & Turkey. (5) 
20 Corrupt yet preach of paradigm. (9) 
22 Trips up reversing self, holding trio of umbrellas. 
(7) 
24 Letter from Greece IBM returned, about 
geometric shape. (7) 
26 Suitably, apartment adjoins lovely exterior. (5) 
27 Al dug soil mixture for tall flower. (9) 
28 Heartlessly, city shifted control of atomic 
accelerator. (9) 
29 Remained sound, sober. (5) 

1 South Dakota has Burmese wreck under water. (9) 
2 Not as common for former Premier to be around 
right at start of reelection. (5) 
3 Slithery character spilled latte in railroad. (7) 
4 Shapes Roman fashion of covered wagon. (9) 
5 Discord within group settled. (5) 
6 Ape peeled edges from lime it consumed. (7) 
7 New York has jeers, we figure, for neighboring 
state. (3,6) 
8 Fool around in middle of sand hill. (5) 
14 Inflated input came with errors. (9) 
15 Determine answer to Cartesian problem. (9) 
17 Used emergency room at center of cut. (9) 
19 Hunter's words in brutally honest exhibit. (5,2) 
21 Rare flowers coexist in arrangement. (7) 
22 French exchange sounds straightforward? (5) 
23 Popular spaghetti sauce brand's coming up with 
sweetener. (5) 
25 Put up a slab of wood. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Ease discomfort from bad sausage. (7) 
5 Hearing part of a murder arranged. (7) 
9 Stuff contains bit of egg, dairy product. (5) 
10 Oddly disappear, having indicated value of item. 
(9) 
11 Jerk who bled at fatal strike. (9) 
12 Legendary ruler is unhappy I'm coming back. (5) 
13 Indian city has New York style eatery, I hear. (5) 
15 Divide chicken on ancient temple. (9) 
17 University entrance exam is overturned if editor 
convinced of merit. (9) 
18 Groom absorbed by spaceship re-entry. (5) 
20 Boast of initial victory with relative. (5) 
22 Persistent, following nine with air conditioner 
debts.  (9) 
25 Extends NHL nets G.E. designed. (9) 
26 Boy! It comes back with the sea's drift. (5) 
27 Sums are returned to Dutch scholar. (7) 
28 Spelling her editor circled? (7) 

1 Assumed position in Chinese capital, in middle of 
turbulent decade. (7) 
2 Woman with degree in ancient kingdom.  (5) 
3 Develop charm, put on airs, to get living room 
furniture. (9) 
4 I return, hurt by internet message. (5) 
5 Gave authority to half of empire, in debt to 
communist. (9) 
6 Georgia band around Alabama scene. (5) 
7 Mixed cider seen in home. (9) 
8 Rebuilding domains of American president. (7) 
14 Surprisingly, aunt & I hail from Baltic republic. (9) 
15 Slope isn't operating; Has no purpose.  (9) 
16 Horribly, cop shot a couple of children in kids' 
game. (9) 
17 Spanish city exists up by the French. (7) 
19 Need to have street lamp's base settled in snugly. 
(7) 
21 Small child sending me back with Native symbol. 
(5) 
23 Take me away from sounds, smells. (5) 
24 Orleans couple embarrassed to return requested 
purchase. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Well-maintained base has left Ottawa area 
community. (10) 
6 Sputtered in quarrel. (4) 
10 Making mistake involving a fashion accessory. (7) 
11 Curse company amid sudden increase. (7) 
12 Slight incline. (4) 
13 Amended USA Right in The United States 
reference book. (9) 
15 Type of painting media cry Lichtenstein displays. 
(7) 
18 Oddly, cue "Endless Love" in South American 
country. (7) 
20 Prankster & fool initially enter deadlock. (7) 
21 Because concerns are genuine. (7) 
22 Is caught by subtleties of pests. (9) 
25 High time everyone joined. (4) 
28 Nut gets a Member of Parliament to participate in 
spoof. (7) 
29 Enrage with odorous smoke. (7) 
30 Mailed letter with perfume, I hear. (4) 
31 Case can end terrible domination. (10) 

1 Raised bulb plant in part of boat. (4) 
2 Unfinished bit of food is type of code. (5) 
3 Richmond couple involved in mix-ups with pyramid 
schemes? (9) 
4 Metal bar holding Ottawa show. (5) 
5 Surprisingly, reenlists members of audience. (9) 
7 Section on mountainous area bird. (9) 
8 Attempts to take in concerns with a Southern 
University's financial institutions. (10) 
9 Soft drink company near Los Angeles. (4) 
14 Corrupt senatorial justifications. (10) 
16 He fixes arm pain, somehow, after emergency 
room back-up. (9) 
17 Penny cuts cabbage into moon shapes. (9) 
19 Change continued to be unseen. (9) 
23 Soon to be unknown. (4) 
24 Woman has inner glow? (5) 
26 Fabric from North involved in property claim. (5) 
27 Dole has mentioned encounter. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Terrible treason of Ottawa hockey player. (7) 
5 Erases from initial exam a couple of failing grades 
by pilots. (7) 
9 Final part of book from Waterford rewritten. (9) 
10 Agricultural railroad around university near 
Alabama. (5) 
11 Call for frozen rain. (4) 
12 Sad, strange homely clan. (10) 
14 Woman at man's case. (7) 
16 Rather badly stained. (7) 
18 Withdraw concerns with diplomacy about right. 
(7) 
19 Back within Tuvalu, feel good, happy. (7) 
21 Cruelly mock bagman's game. (10) 
24 Beginning of August clear and dry. (4) 
26 Couple from ledge likely jumped. (5) 
27 Unusual Argentine  fruit. (9) 
28 Hoped to break despair. (7) 
29 Legal compensation for injury from barriers taking 
time. (7) 

1 Destroys small army hospitals. (7) 
2 Somehow, men turn it into sustenance. (9) 
3 Part of car exhaust. (4) 
4 Letter from Greece on North-East European river. 
(5) 
5 Grenadine mixture is sweet. (9) 
6 Feared cost changes as predicted. (10) 
7 Novelty item made of copper near Brazilian city. (5) 
8 Small stage production on editor's spread. (7) 
13 This grater's better, more aligned. (10) 
15 Property holding I'm beginning to develop is 
appraised. (9) 
17 Strengthening C.N. foreign trade. (9) 
18 Unsophisticated person left Los Angeles with 
contagious disease. (7) 
20 Left snakes by stairs? (7) 
22 Applaud having chief suspect in hold. (5) 
23 Had had debts around beginning of November. (5) 
25 Appear to have joint, sounds like. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 He makes fun of small fund. (7) 
5 Roadblock right beside Ontario city. (7) 
9 Anglo organization meets with couple of Quebec 
leaders in Ottawa school. (9) 
10 A thousand left East by morning's shine. (5) 
11 Involved corner held by Canadian bank. (7) 
12 Tended to planted elms around beginning and 
end of August? (7) 
13 "Back up-- timid or aggressive?" (5) 
14 Annoys five former spouses. (5) 
15 Article following five in large vehicle. (3) 
16 Backing for underwater vessel and land vehicle. 
(3) 
17 Condescend with Copenhagen resident, sounds 
like. (5) 
18 First of ten, give or take, in trunk. (5) 
20 Creep is caught by American agency's bugs. (7) 
22 Pity man shattered eardrums. (7) 
23 First Lady involved in the French New Year's 
celebration. (5) 
24 Expression of dissatisfaction with manic plot at 
play. (9) 
25 Made ten teachers show effort to ease hostility. 
(7) 
26 Go down to Delaware & South Carolina border. (7) 

1 Placed rodents back in new business. (5-2) 
2 G.I.s on Mars destroyed life forms. (9) 
3 Nearly locate friend at last. (7) 
4 One-sixth off soil in circular. (5) 
5 Reverse arrest of outlaw. (3) 
6 Feels sorry for seabird captured by upset senior. (7) 
7 Awkward in merging Eastern & Pacific Time. (5) 
8 Hotel chain location closing for Islamic holy month. 
(7) 
12 Farm animal opens can of poison. (5) 
14 Masks problems with lives. (5) 
15 Corrupt relatives able to change. (9) 
16 Collapsed deer was ahead. (7) 
17 Resentment from failure by major electric 
company near Ontario. (7)  
18 You and the French surround Manitoba falls. (7) 
19 Questionable item Dot left out. (7) 
21 Long to have company with former soldier. (5) 
22 Domesticated a bit, around me. (5) 
24 Prompt hearing from letter. (3) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Ottawa community ravine is dirty. (6) 
5 First of meetings at university concerning age. (6) 
10 Lucky charms made from imitation diamonds. (9) 
11 Longing seizes me in Middle Eastern country. (5) 
12 Electronic signaller has to scratch out a living as 
insect breeder. (9) 
13 Deport ten in Eastern French island. (5) 
14 Boredom, then nuisance shows. (5) 
16 Breakdown of union ends insinuations. (9) 
19 Soldier on spree, ever wild. (9) 
20 Embarrassed after accountant showed affection. 
(5) 
22 Left weapon after a warning. (5) 
24 Complicated, zany bet in matchup. (9) 
26 Hot light is causing tension. (5) 
27 Delicate fabric marked, cut. (9) 
28 Gets used to ursine problems. (6) 
29 Remove tax. (6) 

2 Aghast by type of love. (5) 
3 Horrible realities for Jerusalem resident. (9) 
4 Open to recipe vet prepared. (9) 
5 Male is extremes of Ebenezer Scrooge? (5) 
6 Herb mentioned age. (5) 
7 Balance in article probing memo. (9) 
8 Functional separation by province of us and the 
French. (6) 
9 Fortune-tellers get chiefly nonbelieving smirks. (6) 
15 Recited story of a railroad dividing country. (9) 
17 Unusual zest in position of German philosopher. 
(9) 
18 Eric has started courting Penny--that's odd. (9) 
19 Swell in pain after gym class. (6) 
21 Does not look forward to having braided hairdo. 
(6) 
23 Has permission to join Oregon's city manager. (5) 
24 Vehicle contains a pound of underground plants. 
(5) 
25 Tiny amounts of oxygen in it, and arsenic. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 International leaders cutting cake for new Ottawa 
area city. (8) 
8 Recovers with medical ointments containing silver. 
(8) 
9 Mix the V.O. & rum as aperitif. (8) 
10 Siege hit turbulent decade. (8) 
11 Place another request to get first Chopin's first 
musical instrument. (8) 
13 Ship captures quality of waterways. (7) 
14 Couple of concerns surrounding time at religious 
destination. (7) 
17 Sit back in same awkward position for French 
artist. (7) 
21 Long speeches, exchanges involve me. (7) 
23 Derailed wreck causes more fatalities? (8) 
24 Advise against placing advertisement in digest's 
first edition. (8) 
25 Obsessive and disturbed I recount. (8) 
26 Powerful bodybuilders cut former soldier. (8) 
27 Joined metal band, finally, after having worked in 
sales before. (8) 

1 Ruler is reigning over Norwegian section. (8) 
2 Count rat as one! (8) 
3 Reopen organization by Northeast to make 
synthetic rubber. (8) 
4 Employer has initially hired cinema worker. (5) 
5 Promise difficult situation. (6) 
6 Expired sheep I turned into luncheon meat? (8) 
7 Loathsome men to steal show souvenirs. (8) 
12 Entrepreneur initially delayed small thrills. (6) 
13 Specimen from South more than adequate. (6) 
15 Somehow, ice is fed into structures. (8) 
16 Chicken to take first drive in sports car. (8) 
18 Offered payment of between nine and eleven 
dollars initially, on Eastern ruby. (8) 
19 Runner has small computer device. (8) 
20 Clinched East Manitoba marathon with a bit of 
dedication. (8) 
22 Paint handle in Chicago train. (6) 
23 Bad impressions of room on back street. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
2 Beam at hearing from Ontario Premier. (3) 
5 Left famous Canadian singer in Ceylon. (5) 
8 One hundred joining escapade of Prime Minister. 
(5) 
11 Small amount of money lent by popular Canadian 
band. (5) 
12 Canadian composer is idol around university Left. 
(5) 
14 Sounds like Canadian phone company is pretty 
French. (5) 
17 Canadian railway service takes in Connecticut, 
Oregon and British Columbia city. (8) 
18 Reason Ben Johnson lost Canadian medal is 
sorted, somehow. (8) 
19 Canadian birds get lost, nearly, around Ontario. 
(5) 
20 Give first public showing of a French live 
broadcast. (6) 
21 Fools one half of Dionne Quintuplets' last pair. (6) 
22 Man removed core of Canada's official tree. (4) 
23 Game score from Argo-Alouette exhibition. (4) 
25 Controversial Canadian figure that is dividing Right 
and Left. (4) 
26 Died in East Nova Scotia's outer limits. (4) 
27 Liberal leader in problematic situation--Has lack of 
vision. (5) 
28 French cheese contains a bit of Niagara water 
mixed with salt. (5) 
30 Raised backing for Northwest organization. (5) 
31 Famous Canadian street in early stage of 
development, I hear. (5) 
32 Relatives find gold by Northwest Territories, near 
south. (5) 

1 Rains damaged a Southern Ontario city. (6) 
3 Parts of suburb lack ballots to register a 'No' vote. 
(9) 
4 Canadian hockey player's score less neat? (4,7) 
6 Family surrounds the French Premier. (5) 
7 Element involved in crash of famous Canadian 
doctor. (7) 
9 TV hero's sidekick gets a couple of roles in 
Canadian city. (7) 
10 Bit of grass legalized, Alberta upholds. (5) 
13 Salad vegetable from developing region around 
East & North Ontario. (5,5) 
15 Canadian musician arranged Lena Horne CD 
around beginning of October. (7,5) 
16 Canadian superstar's face lined, I only reveal. (6,4) 
24 Ridge in outer parts of Lethbridge. (5) 
27 Financial district Alberta mounted by beginning of 
year. (3) 
28 Reversed a New Brunswick Act in Canadian 
history. (3) 
29 Woman put up with Canadian sayings. (3) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Errant lads woke in Ottawa recreation site. (4,4) 
5 Alabama vagabond has record. (5) 
9 Raccoon-like animal's fur started irritation. (5)  
10 Rotten acorn sour and bitter. (9) 
11 Soldier has concerns with ship. (9) 
12 Confuse with total left by error. (5) 
13 I covered problems with former spouse. (8) 
16 It's holding me back from things. (5) 
19 Dog has removed head of bird. (5) 
20 Is brown tailless ox from Turkish city? (8) 
21 Make effort to take piano away from professional. 
(5) 
23 Asian drug destroyed by wardens. (9) 
27 Pathos and agony in PC shuffle. (9) 
28 Town's loudmouth around Rhode Island 
emergency room? (5) 
29 Stories go back and forth. (5) 
30 Established having load of hors d'oeuvre. (8) 

1 Confronted getting up with mild coffee. (5) 
2 Diluting by stirring around last bit of sauce. (9) 
3 Getting into bed and engaging in deceit? (5) 
4 Said vegetable has weight of stone. (5) 
5 Love to fuss over allowance. (9) 
6 Wide grade on street. (5) 
7 Somehow assumes eraser chiefly made of rubber? 
(8) 
8 Most upset by terrible ingrates. (8) 
14 Hints from blatant singles. (9) 
15 Feeling embarrassed about phoning. (8) 
17 Trying to copy glutamine compound. (9) 
18 Must piece returned come back containing proofs 
of purchase? (8) 
22 Eastern ruler is managing to scratch out a living? 
(5) 
24 Fool around by gulf. (5) 
25 Nearly hurt in lawyer's Russian cottage. (5) 
26 Put up protective coverings for marine fish. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Newspaper credits Ottawa founder with initial laws 
in East, South. (7) 
5 Makes formal request to have me divide fruit. (7) 
9 Bit of bourbon always ripens drinks. (9) 
10 Hindu teacher took a dip with me. (5) 
11 Individual performances are the same either way. 
(5) 
12 Circus performer at Israeli mixer. (9) 
13 Mothers prepared lunch container. (7) 
15 Going the wrong way about healthy start, having 
place for cigarettes. (7) 
17 Part of book about fool's transition. (7) 
19 Born with defects, trio of children have breathing 
tubes. (7) 
21 Condiment gets bar in print again. (9) 
23 Explode with anger, uptight display. (5) 
24 Nosy Liberal leader going after space agency. (5) 
25 Unfinished fruit & tuna thrown by ape. (9) 
26 Prom-goers chiefly rent small suits. (7) 
27 Characters saunter off. (7) 

1 Care for children has unending depth, in part. (7) 
2 Left eleven somehow on ship, with calmness. (9) 
3 Drug cops raced back to initial crime scene. (5) 
4 Indicates jargon is making a comeback. (7) 
5 The Spanish leave continent for European country. 
(7) 
6 Corrupt Thai cop is a nut. (9) 
7 Irish group back in from Tehran. (5) 
8 Cunning about slang isn't good. (7) 
14 Lamb least fitting as spaghetti topping. (9) 
16 Writer doesn't begin to have raw material for 
headhunter. (9) 
17 Norm cut vegetable. (7) 
18 I sorted problems with Citizen staff. (7) 
19 Expression of disdain with bad weather in Persian 
Gulf island. (7) 
20 Breaks tension with chants. (7) 
22 Put on an act around small gang. (5) 
23 Had dinner, I hear, between seven and nine. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Summer pest had been near piano. (4) 
5 Small vehicle has permanent mark. (4) 
9 Mentioned atmosphere before. (3) 
11 Comeback of recreational vehicle taking a 
journey--A sign of summer? (5) 
12 Insect product to improve by end of July. (5) 
13 Cub Rose plays is not well-known. (7) 
14 Take a dip with South Wisconsin male. (4) 
16 Article covers both sides of South East on the 
water. (4) 
18 Knots are about five hundred in sea swells. (5) 
21 Wading bird is having a couple of bites. (4) 
23 Repeated noise found in Quebec hotel. (4) 
25 Bank employee has right to send back Virginia 
tourist. (9) 
26 Large fish an enthusiast put back. (4) 
27 Object of ridicule hit on the head? (4) 
28 One thousand site strange objects in the summer 
sky. (5) 
31 Information is a little bit backwards. (4) 
34 End of summer beginning with high point. (4) 
37 Greeting bachelor with letter from Greece at 
barbecue. (7) 
39 Baseball player organized roast. (5) 
40 General briefly has concerns with golf course. (5) 
41 Bill returned with baseball accessory. (3) 
42 Level Kanata's chief recreation site. (4) 
43 Popular Nova Scotia hotels. (4) 

1 Surfer's need found in West road. (4) 
2 Bring up imperfections with sun hat material. (5) 
3 After beginning of July, 28 Across get tangled in 
watercraft. (3,3) 
4 Immature couple of jerks on first month of summer 
break. (6) 
6 35 Down damages boat. (5) 
7 Mentioned increase in sun's radiation. (4) 
8 Loud noise in part of sailboat. (4) 
10 Woman is near a famous baseball stadium. (4) 
15 Captain's tan to show right away. (7) 
17 Iced dessert fixed contains seasoning. (7) 
18 Express gratitude for summer top, getting hot. (5) 
19 Lived in obscene, backward time. (5) 
20 Peddles objects along the beach, dropping half. 
(5) 
22 Air conditioner unit in tub is disastrous. (3) 
24 Cottage is closed without being opened? (3) 
29 Limb I bent getting drink. (6) 
30 Thrill of summer in France, around '91. (6) 
32 Flower not opening more quickly. (5) 
33 One sailor's expression about another sailor's 
expression is yet another sailor's expression. (4) 
34 Indication of relief by first girlfriend, amidst man's 
return. (4) 
35 6 Down is tossed in body of water. (5) 
36 Limit is around a thousand for kids' summer place. 
(4) 
38 They ruin a picnic with relatives, sounds like. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Dismisses returned part of letter. (5) 
4 Feline creature gets naked in musical. (7) 
9 Read Freud cured cheat. (9) 
10 Implied I am involved in diplomacy? (5) 
11 Feel sorry for headless heron. (5) 
12 Chief bureaucrats miss roast in Ottawa 
community. (9) 
13 Bad weather to interrupt start of golf game with 
new employee. (7) 
15 Unimportant details of endless journey by 
Canadian rail. (6) 
17 Frank is able and accomplished. (6) 
19 Catches sound of people on phone? (7) 
21 Celebrate construction--It can be built. (9) 
23 Care for shark. (5) 
25 University backing in Ontario workers' group. (5) 
26 Carthorse crashing into band? (9) 
27 Glue left a bit of streaking with colours. (7) 
28 Agreed with chief Southam editor about 
identification. (5) 

1 Sounds like person who likes to cause pain is most 
unhappy. (7) 
2 Point to both directions. (5) 
3 Decaf latte Ned holds has lost its peak? (9) 
4 Mentioned present of dried fruit. (7) 
5 Bachelor set up process of dying. (5) 
6 Solitary stomach problem returns with bit of spice I 
have. (9) 
7 Giant turned it brown. (5) 
8 Feed I blend somewhat safe to consume. (6) 
14 Somehow, ideas came from schools. (9) 
16 I make defamatory comments about Southern 
hockey team. (9) 
18 They owe money for bets Rod arranged. (7) 
19 Strong-arm company to meet with Cree 
organization. (6) 
20 Surprisingly, star wed manager. (7) 
21 Outfit gets final snide and humorous comment. 
(5) 
22 Rigid part of grammar. (5) 
24 Embarrassed to have a test initially graded. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Writing style is graphically disturbing. (11) 
9 Goes back on promise about commercial for 
Ottawa ball player. (8) 
10 Prince Edward Island containers of nuts. (6) 
11 By-product I revived at organization. (10) 
12 Viewed and heard part of play. (4) 
13 Walk by road travel. (6) 
15 Badly wanting to get a bit less annoying. (8) 
17 Synthetic materials endure in photos. (8) 
20 Refuse to arrange brides. (6) 
22 Obstacle is small bother. (4) 
24 Speeches about a couple of pediatric surgeries. 
(10) 
26 Nearly get small sign. (6) 
27 Virginia awards money to drifters. (8) 
28 Teens in Scotland see play. (11) 

2 Word in prayer one connects with desirable 
features. (9) 
3 A shopping centre returned animal. (5) 
4 Caring wildly about East European resident. (7) 
5 Catch woman going back into annex. (9) 
6 Cuts terrible writers. (5) 
7 Direction appears under iron, at least. (6) 
8 Confine popular marine bird. (6) 
14 Somehow I tailored Citizen piece. (9) 
16 Left rub preparation--I cannot have oil. (9) 
18 Having breathing apparatus suddenly moved 
forward. (6) 
19 Closely trims around last of three bundles of 
grain. (7) 
21 Set fire to part of sign--It exploded. (6) 
23 Crush bit of grapefruit peel. (5) 
25 Georgia involved in beer made from aquatic 
plants. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Give permission for Fallowfield show. (5) 
4 Bud rinses lather from whiskers. (9) 
9 North African country is one distributing fish. (7) 
10 Letter from Greece fabricates hot stuff? (7) 
11 Small opening in marine deposit is substantial. (9) 
12 Changing chief document storage file. (5) 
13 Tin collected by street is barely sufficient. (5) 
15 A gun raid's devised by wardens. (9) 
17 Sycophant is further crushed by erudite pair? (9) 
19 Medicated with trio of sedatives after party. (5) 
21 A barrier made of quartz. (5) 
22 Eddy mixing more malts. (9) 
24 Somehow ask her about a hundred computer 
experts. (7) 
25 Rock sounds more daring. (7) 
26 Accepts problems with the French exhibition. (9) 
27 Car part in road groove. (5) 

1 Storms a government revenue hearing. (7) 
2 Recluse has borrowed car, sounds like. (5) 
3 Washington call is failure. (7) 
4 South Carolina vigilante is bottom-feeder. (9) 
5 Transfer is tied up. (5) 
6 Informed cheese provided nourishment (7) 
7 Croatians manufactured jackets. (9) 
8 Arrangements of messy clutter surrounding road. 
(7) 
14 Hockey team in canal have re-match. (9) 
16 Pleasant design of bear & eagle. (9) 
17 Exposes parts of Florida trees. (7) 
18 Danger around East in that place. (7) 
19 Talk about track and field event near South. (7) 
20 I termed corruption an offense. (7) 
22 Microphone has American breaking into song? (5) 
23 Clear emergency room for motorcyclist. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Mentioned crack in Ottawa avenue. (6) 
4 Caterers working in patios. (8) 
9 Shows up again to harvest fruits. (9) 
11 Central economy between Louisiana and Kentucky 
is lean. (5) 
12 Cold-blooded liar inept, oddly. (9) 
13 Influenced, I hear, to get leather. (5) 
14 Fishing net sounds sensible. (5) 
16 Appearing to perceive Chinese dynasty. (7) 
19 Wishes of French parents. (7) 
22 Apartment concerning father. (5) 
24 Returned royal ale. (5) 
26 Dug hole in toboggan. (9) 
28 Simple scheme captures me. (5) 
29 Surprisingly, I'm blessed with camouflage. (9) 
30 Inaccurate pie chart has more irregularities. (8) 
31 Remained serious at hearing. (6) 

1 In favour of lock by citadel. (8) 
2 Rogue, tailless sea creature. (5) 
3 Corrupt men's spite and vacuity. (9) 
5 True nature of scenes unfolding near East. (7) 
6 Laws have Left seized by regrets. (5) 
7 Gathered head of company governed badly. (9) 
8 Trends in rhinoplasty less revealing. (6) 
10 A young woman is out of order. (5) 
15 Somehow dining with worker offended? (9) 
17 Piercing doesn't involve a tool. (9) 
18 He added a mixture to get rid of dying flowers in 
garden. (8) 
20 Remainder live around university. (7) 
21 Ends up with blemishes. (5) 
23 Students backing goof. (4-2) 
25 Salad dressing made partly from pepper, 
anchovies. (5) 
27 Throw Ottawa founder in foyer. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Steal cattle from Ottawa area township, I hear. (6) 
4 Shifting gradient of enormous star. (3,5) 
10 Kitchen utensils made from 2 Down, somehow. (9) 
11 Corrupt reign of African nation. (5) 
12 Teenager initially questions chores. (5) 
13 Surprisingly, heal souse of pubs. (9) 
14 Rosie arranged to take in Oklahoma newcomers. 
(7) 
16 Property receivers take iron for cattle. (7) 
18 Pawns piano shelves. (7) 
19 Sudden increase by Ontario doctor. (7) 
21 Developing vital cure is profitable. (9) 
24 Tie a small bed. (5) 
25 Family gets energy to tidy up. (5) 
26 Harbinger of procurers' corruption. (9) 
27 She clued changes in timetable. (8) 
28 Politically mediaeval battle near Alabama. (6) 

1 Revolver goes back and forth. (7) 
2 Soft carving material to fashion 10 Across. (9) 
3 Unopened ski hills out of bounds? (5) 
5 Follow four directions around university. (5) 
6 Ignore old eccentric steersman. (9) 
7 Article is covering example of sponsorship. (5) 
8 Is confident about height of rams. (7) 
9 Missouri girls make syrup. (8) 
15 Deep-rooted freezing rain edges somewhat. (9) 
16 Moved quickly and disciplined missing leader. (8) 
17 Worked out cut involving hospital department. (9) 
18 Speeds around Los Angeles mansions. (7) 
20 Normal to get tan going up mountains. (7) 
22 Hearing bill of Prague representative. (5) 
23 I'm left taking gym class, by force. (5) 
24 A gash on middle of leg is severe. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
6 Teacher reveals pain. (4) 
7 Accepted into commercial and technology school 
with true education. (8) 
11 End of class covering Euler's development of 
calculus tool. (5,4) 
12 No root to horrible fear of mistake. (5) 
13 Copying test answer: 'Celsius increasing 
temperature'. (8) 
14 Snakes have calculators. (6) 
17 Medical student in Tennessee covering 
emergency room. (6) 
19 Temporary classroom in post office initially 
requires piece of furniture. (8) 
22 Dull, hard school subject. (4) 
24 Changing tenses an important part of writing 
assignment? (8) 
25 English assignment's topic is moon rotation. (11) 
26 Missing beginning of lesson for exam. (4) 
27 High school grade in between end of ten and 
beginning of eleven. (4) 

1 Nearly receive low mark in equivalency diploma. (3) 
2 Class leader involved in mounting popular musical 
is busy. (6) 
3 See term's definition! (8) 
4 First year covers eye infection. (4) 
5 Doctor of Engineering with endless avarice for 
academic standing. (6) 
7 Graduates from Alabama university & Minnesota 
one. (6) 
8 Hearing for substance in  track and field event. (4) 
9 Public school athletic centre fashionable, visionary. 
(7) 
10 School board member is new tester around 
university. (7) 
15 I noted ten violations for school punishment. (9) 
16 Complete government grant? (8) 
18 Government ran cegep, displaying stupor. (6) 
20 Bother to include South in transporting students. 
(6) 
21 Mr. Greene up and left to register students. (6) 
23 Author taking part in homeroom. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Nothing in hidden places of carriages. (7) 
5 Greed is a sin around Arkansas. (7) 
9 Land in emergency room, amidst line-up. (7) 
10 He classifies fish? (7) 
11 Checks specified height and put in fixtures again? 
(9) 
12 Part of heath or nettle! (5) 
13 Show of standing ovation for wild dog. (5) 
14 They come up with ideas for oppressor's new 
order. (9) 
16 Corrections with her red pen express disapproval. 
(9) 
18 Woman left Friday for border of continent. (5) 
21 Lively hotspot opening in town south of Ottawa. 
(5) 
23 Entrance exam university marked is all wet. (9) 
25 Do without Alberta soil. (7) 
26 Article trashed performance. (7) 
27 Mentioned wine stocks of vendors. (7) 
28 Wagers involve question of NBA scores. (7) 

1 Served food to pet English cardinal. (7) 
2 Charge for a shower, I hear. (7) 
3 He donates elaborate grave marker. (9) 
4 Downed a decaf coffee. (5) 
5 Mix, fold Genoa cake. (5,4) 
6 Regarding a boxing match. (5) 
7 Better wander after brat. (7) 
8 Make mistake and stop initial tasks. (7) 
14 Agricultural workers take half of game birds. (9) 
15 Scrubs tot's dirty blocks. (9) 
16 Annuls legislation concerning rings. (7) 
17 Thorough examination of South American 
country's aluminum. (7) 
19 Permit to rent it, lease shows. (7) 
20 Falsifies numbers of a couple of low marks in 
dossiers. (7) 
22 Throw man onto street. (5) 
24 Pair of thieves steal property in a heartbeat. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Object of Ottawa community. (4) 
4 Failing to notice new ingenues. (8) 
10 Substitute percale weave. (7) 
11 Ban on trade of East Manitoba football player. (7) 
12 Test racer crashes passenger vehicle. (9) 
13 Refuse to mention midriff. (5) 
14 Notices noisy clutch. (5) 
16 Egg is in cakes made from Turtles. (9) 
19 Determines city building unclosed. (9) 
20 Drill around a New England state. (5) 
22 Associated Press included in each Citizen, for 
example. (5) 
24 Terrible old bias he put a stop to. (9) 
26 Twist together parts in broken twin engines. (7) 
27 More unstable, Olympic athlete has harmed 
couple. (7) 
28 Gypsy nearly returned girl's telescope. (8) 
29 Trim front off of shrubbery. (4) 

2 Attack on character, as individual grabbing me? (9) 
3 Sounds like bit of calm. (5) 
4 Not thrilled United Nations left to capture leader of 
country. (9) 
5 Cattle drive. (5) 
6 Lower boom to improve working space. (5,4) 
7 Averages for Northern Oregon and Mississippi. (5) 
8 Gets up to place sign around store front. (6) 
9 Promises to include the Spanish in letters. (6) 
15 Expanding, rang Elgin mover. (9) 
17 Somehow presses on to get answers. (9) 
18 Dismissing small illumination. (9) 
19 Police conductor? (6) 
21 Finish university mid-career, at last. (6) 
23 Tolerate both ways. (3,2) 
24 First half of Barenaked Ladies show in concert 
hall. (5) 
25 Angry with one grade. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Person takes road to Ottawa bridge. (7) 
5 Enters collision course, taking male. (7) 
9 Presses right into particles. (5) 
10 Has to hurt getting ring in facial hair. (9) 
11 Padres sing songs, wrapping bandages. (9) 
12 Actors from South in long-running musical. (5) 
13 Have a look at leaf for drainage. (7) 
15 Time probing Japanese commander's weapon. (7) 
17 Reaches agreement with tennis star about two 
tournament leaders. (7) 
19 Find university by Thursday. (7) 
21 Actor from Texas sent back in time. (5) 
23 Gourmet recipe an abnormality around university. 
(9) 
25 Mixing: Can omit it in pasta. (9) 
26 They get the same score in classes? (5) 
27 Steps down as judge and finds new employment 
involving city. (7) 
28 Showy secret agent gets beating. (7) 

1 Rhoda is changing coiffures. (7) 
2 Resolve to ruin American president. (9) 
3 Male questions disguises. (5) 
4 No bonanza by first Emmy Award hopeful. (7) 
5 Emergencies involve university vacations. (7) 
6 Craft I suffocate in plant. (9) 
7 Chops away at unopened huts. (5) 
8 Spouse's child raising no small domestic animals. 
(7) 
14 Romantic liaisons don't start as partnerships. (9) 
16 Gathers around Delaware planters. (9) 
17 Pilot has morning in ship. (7) 
18 Hustles off detectives. (7) 
19 Joins in fuse I fix. (7) 
20 Sweetheart having saint's integrity. (7) 
22 Mixer in Toronto almost pleasant. (5) 
24 Terribly unlit to that point. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Piece of fruit, in a couple of days, gets spotty. (7) 
5 Went off around city and found origins. (7) 
9 Involved and gentle correction. (9) 
10 Strange noise from lake. (5) 
11 Nobleman almost ahead of schedule. (4) 
12 Collection of data in attics sits unsorted. (10) 
14 Instructed to sound tense. (6) 
15 Tips for mixing proteins. (8) 
18 Inclined to follow a bit of cooking with washing 
up. (8) 
19 Say art terribly misguided. (6) 
22 Improper codes in our organization. (10) 
24 Say Russian spacecraft no worse and no better. (4) 
26 Return to celebrate in bar. (5) 
27 Claimed section of Jodhpur port edge. (9) 
28 Passed on having first three of my letters--
Obsolete. (7) 
29 Twenty-four hour time frame has the Spanish 
editor behind schedule. (7) 

1 Scottish river bug is most abysmal. (7) 
2 He met Peru organizer and Ottawa councillor. (5,4) 
3 Yearn to be tall? (4) 
4 Revealingly, bride let entertainer wipe out. (6) 
5 Horribly astonied from effect of tranquilizer. (8) 
6 Anxiety a part of fortune, as in essay. (10) 
7 Company soldier gets right dog. (5) 
8 Sees change in physicians' outfits. (7) 
13 Cruelly, I score horn of endangered animal. (10) 
16 Seriously, ten layers are involved. (9) 
17 I printed rewrite without fear. (8) 
18 Kid about the French being cold. (7) 
20 Brought forth design Eli dyed. (7) 
21 Establish clear foul. (6) 
23 Completes about five peace symbols. (5) 
25 Heard Korean city has spirit. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Brats deny disturbing witness. (9) 
6 Fruit found in Nicaragua valley. (5) 
9 Included in morning with Ontario general. (5) 
10 I'm in a country cartoon. (9) 
11 Increases scope of generals' organization. (8) 
12 Hot inside of shabby sailboat. (6) 
13 Herb's a wise man. (4) 
14 Lengthening of problems in one, six & ten. (9) 
18 Essential in trying pair in attack. (9) 
19 Say God is inactive. (4) 
21 Is able to imitate appetizer. (6) 
23 Monarchs getting sick of murders. (8) 
26 Promised reward for popular coin I have. (9) 
27 Supply with unopened Kleenex. (5) 
28 Englebert showing Ottawa section. (5) 
29 Name tags I need mixed up. (9) 

1 Support initial boycott on sporting event. (5) 
2 Head into flimsy traffic barrier. (9) 
3 Enrages Outaouais community.  (6) 
4 Weight watchers take morning measurements. (9) 
5 Destroy me in marathon. (4) 
6 Lose life in give of slope. (8) 
7 Imitating a sharp sound. (5) 
8 Anyone can turn into nuisance. (9) 
13 Chant has sorceress changing. (9) 
15 Ask nicest organizer, with crudeness. (9) 
16 Partly behind one Siamese Asian country. (9) 
17 Distribute part of Fendi's pen sets. (8) 
20 Female reclining, travelling in plane. (6) 
22 French city has hot spot that is suitable. (5) 
24 Litigated against chief exporter of leather. (5) 
25 Savage happily spent time at hearing. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Stalemate with workers about North Dakota 
organization leader. (8) 
6 Stitch gets in tendon. (5) 
10 Heard woman's outfit is furry. (7) 
11 Dreamer drives away, back around East. (7) 
12 Brought in to give approval. (4) 
13 Echoing concerns with nearly tiny clothing size I 
have. (10) 
15 Phone company backing street car draws. (8) 
16 Misplace in Connecticut storage space. (6) 
18 The French taking vow of hate. (6) 
20 Film covered by Vertigo's same reviewer. (8) 
23 Having no borders, it's not minted around 
Newfoundland. (10) 
24 Not starting to feel expression of pain. (4) 
26 Sparked by dieting problems. (7) 
27 Rum mixed with belt from glass. (7) 
28 Rhode Island hockey player has gotten up. (5) 
29 Fatigue back in Chinese dynasty deserving. (8) 

2 Number of attendees' praise involves vessel. (7) 
3 Part of speech is against having university. (4) 
4 Gastronome let teenager hold egg dish. (8) 
5 Electrical devices have small flaps. (6) 
6 I tip scales, surprising expert. (10) 
7 Sleep on relative's hand towels. (7) 
8 We sort cherries mixed in sauce. (14) 
9 Somehow, I haul a creature into Ottawa hotel. (7,7) 
14 President was on about terrible night. (10) 
17 Nurse has concerns with tree cutter. (8) 
19 Stresses, a hundred pennies. (7) 
21 Land I'm developing around university is 
sentimental. (7) 
22 Knowledge of Wisconsin & South Dakota mantra. 
(6) 
25 Give out while up. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Endure Los Angeles road. (4) 
3 Why break U.S. involvement with town near 
Ottawa? (10) 
9 Impressionist encountered around Ontario. (5) 
11 Carried on shredding herb. (9) 
12 Doctor remands abuser without shame. (13) 
14 Edit tiny mistake by character. (8) 
15 Managed to have function for gas. (5) 
18 Consumed by Canadian retail giant, I hear. (5) 
20 Interest in math class by university educator, at 
first. (8) 
23 Freedoms just another word for poetics in a man? 
(13) 
25 He was with organizer of cover-up. (9) 
26 Seventies music is held by 500 company. (5) 
27 Ontario university's getting bank machine by error 
in procedures. (9) 
28 American editor is employed. (4) 

1 Luxury cars left me with unending drabness. (10) 
2 Most genuine following relaxation. (9) 
4 A box holding copper, to be exact. (8) 
5 Islamic book grips East Asian country's resident. (6) 
6 More meagre fights over hospital room. (7)  
7 University near North Dakota I had opened. (5) 
8 You are mentioning days gone by. (4) 
10 It upped wager with Asian country. (5) 
13 Partly found E.R.s too disorganized to be 
comprehended. (10) 
16 Tailless monster restrained by quantities of 
medication from animal shelters. (9) 
17 Initially, stalker sleeps with stolen photograph. (8) 
19 Closest are in bird house. (7) 
21 Loved one going up to get first test graded. (5) 
22 Notes nothing on Connecticut avenue. (6) 
23 Superior put up roofing material on front 
entrance. (5) 
24 Strike in street surrounding Washington. (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
2 Foolish seer crosses witches. (11) 
9 Monster naturally displaying rib bones. (6) 
10 Boy ate goodies, gumdrops enthusiastic door 
openers put into sack. (6) 
12 Commercial transaction with medium in witches' 
home. (5) 
14 Requests headless disguises. (4) 
15 Mentioned pelt of creature whose partner is at 8 
Down. (4) 
16 Fear beheadment is mistake. (5) 
17 Beetlejuice lead found in Hoffman's garbage can. 
(7) 
19 I'm pasty and a bit dishevelled, like a victim of 
Vlad? (7) 
21 Night can change for performing incantation. (8) 
23 Shrunken head by mountain is most grim. (8) 
25 Spirit enthusiasts holding ceremony. (4) 
26 Group of witches doesn't open kiln. (4) 
32 Movements of cat strike terror in Halloween 
visitors. (5,2,8) 
33 Defective tape erasing Halloween makeup. (6,5) 

1 Warbler punctured by top of heart in scary movie. 
(8) 
3 Therefore, returned with monster. (4) 
4 Punishing creatures start moving quickly. (10) 
5 Sailor mixes brain serum. (10) 
6 For example, thousands of Devil's Night props? (4) 
7 Pronounced chops can kill vampires. (6) 
8 Counterpart of monster at 15 Across set about 
Kentucky. (6) 
11 Dry CanCon broadcast of Halloween handout. 
(5,4) 
13 Man on commercials cast by graveyard fixture. (9) 
18 Rising bar bill of Halloween creature. (3) 
20 Mentioned measurement for pumpkin dish. (3) 
22 Costume made by putting a shirt over car part. (6) 
24 TV's 'Mistress of the Dark'  is horribly evil Egyptian 
deity. (6) 
27 Near fright from evidence of wound. (4) 
28 Secured back on a Roman costume. (4) 
29 Eye infection shows in nasty effect. (4) 
30 Werewolf et al holding goat cheese. (4) 
31 Shock from lunatics' get-up? (4) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Essential to drop leader after limit in Ottawa, for 
example. (7) 
5 Woman doesn't finish portion of green onion. (7) 
9 Somehow loves to do this crossword puzzle? (5) 
10 Having taste, preferred having a bit of luxury. (9) 
11 Is taking to court for publishing. (7) 
12 Obeys an order to get agricultural commodity. (7) 
13 Argos ring designed with heavy material. (9) 
16 Former spouse is taking time with departures. (5) 
17 Mentioned boat tour for work teams. (5) 
19 Five hundred carpets surround main part of 
apothecaries. (9) 
22 Backing endless rule by monarch lying in wait. (7) 
24 Eastern man consumed by ooze. (7) 
26 Hearing organs and harpsichords, chiefly, in 
present part of transmission. (9) 
27 I'd put nothing in it--He's a fool. (5) 
28 Awkward teen embarrassed to have gone in. (7) 
29 Disturb order, angering exhibitor. (7) 

1 Calculating expense of company set-up. (7) 
2 Hides hammers. (5) 
3 Swarming male in middle of starting golf game. (7) 
4 Rescuer in Gulf aired broadcast. (9) 
5 Suddenly breaks bridges going up. (5) 
6 Returning in society, located follower. (7) 
7 A silencer is involved in thefts. (9) 
8 Old information in GST, I'd figure? (7) 
14 Blow things out of proportion in shifting voter 
race. (9) 
15 Sickened by leader of nation's gold in chair. (9) 
17 Pine product has a bit of a tree scent? (7) 
18 Cross is altered with snip. (7) 
20 General not as active as window worker. (7) 
21 Woman gets warmth from wrap. (7) 
23 Association mentioning having underwater 
breathing apparatus. (5) 
25 A property claim is foreign. (5) 
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ACROSS DOWN 
1 Attacked cigarette residue in sleeping area. (6) 
5 Can following damage Ottawa coach? (6) 
10 Angelica's changing pain medication. (9) 
11 Putin gets terrible advice. (5) 
12 Horses eat Eastern flowers. (7) 
13 Rotisseries around Rhode Island have alcohol. (7) 
14 Domesticated me, in small part. (5) 
16 Lenghthens railway on departure areas. (9) 
18 Passed on getting small girl fired. (9) 
20 Missouri and Delaware left prime example. (5) 
22 Woman's going around street with bundles of 
wheat. (7) 
24 Managed Argentine rebel's animal farm. (7) 
26 Tip delivery company with Stephen Spielberg 
video? (5) 
27 Philosopher is confusing to realist. (9) 
28 Loud agreement for elevation. (6) 
29 Tears right into shacks. (6) 

2 Between Alabama and Missouri, a memorable 
Texas site. (5) 
3 Bound legs of animal and cruelly got hide. (3-4) 
4 Stress aid development for catastrophes. (9) 
5 Clubs for male pilots. (5) 
6 Bringing up dried fruit with general. (7) 
7 Engraved design in primed tin. (9) 
8 Small animal under vehicle mat. (6) 
9 Period of inactivity in street, in current condition. 
(6) 
15 Former Governor General nearly employs shiatsu 
experts. (9) 
17 Chief doctor between hospital rooms--misleads 
hospital workers. (9) 
18 Endlessly talk about track-and-field event. (6) 
19 One event I arranged for guest. (7) 
20 Keep track of nickel being placed in engine. (7) 
21 Decrease in teaching mentioned. (6) 
23 Opening small pastry. (5) 
25 Disliked covering for head editor. (5) 
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